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Two new buildings for S.U.
George Boyd, S.U.s director of construction. "The other will take about 12
(months). We will start the Engineering

Building, if everything stays on schedule,
aroundMarch 15," he added.
The Arts and Sciences Building will be
located between the Garrand and L.A.
buildings. But before this can be done,
however, Loyola Annex will be torn down
to make room for it.Also slated to go are
the upper parking lot across from Marian
and Father Schmitz's garden. "We'llbe relocating Father Schmitz's garden to the
south end of the Broadway parking garage," said Boyd.
"The Arts and Sciences Building willbe
unique to this campus," said George
Pierce, vice president for administration
planning. "I think that the key to the whole
building will be the vertical atrium which
will run the height of the building. And it
will look out onto a nice garden and patio
behind it,"he added.
Pierce said the interior of the building
will be futuristic because of its layout. He
saideach department within it will have a
separate floor and wing. But at the same
time,because the building will have many
large windows, said Pierce, departments
within it will be visually connected with
other departments in the building. "The
idea is to tie faculties together more than
what you have if you have a kind of box
withlong hallwaysand corridors likeMarian."
The building will not have general purpose classrooms, said Pierce. He said the
building's five floors willhouseoffices and
space for the faculty with only areas for
discussion withstudents. The top floor, he
said, is where the faculty club will be located with the faculty offices below. Other
specialfeatures in the building willinclude
indirect lighting andalarge amountof natural woodto create amore informal atmoPUBLICITY PHOTO

Scale model showing the view of the atrium of the new Arts and
Science faculty office building.
by Clarke W. Hammersley
,Your instructor wants to see you. She
told you tomeet her at her office at 1p.m.
inMarianHall. As you pushopen the door
of the building you notice a faint, musty
smell. And the stairs you're walking onare
creaking. The banisters are doing the
to wonder if thesebanissame. You begin
— letalone
ters aresafe
the stairs.
September 1987. Your instructor no
longer has her office at Marian. She and
her textbookshavemoved across the street
to anew building. You notice that the door
you're opening is part of a giant glass
atrium that has winding stairs projecting
up through the middle of it. Not only that,
but as you walk up the solid stairs you can
actually see your instructor sitting at her
desk. Instead of musty smells and creaky
stairs dominating your thoughts you no
longer wonder about unsafe buildirtgs but
what she has to say and if you'll get out of
her office safely now.

Your instructor's office is just one of
many that willbehousedin Seattle Univer-

sity's new Arts and Sciences Faculty Office Building. But this will not be the only
new building on campus. S.U. is going to
build a new Engineeringbuilding as well.
Both buildings are estimated to cost $11.5
million and are theresult of the university's
major funds campaign and its selling of
bonds.In the years to come, S.U. hopes to
construct and remodel other buildings as
well.
Ground breaking for the Arts and Sciences Building, the smaller of the two at
48,500 square feet, is scheduled to begin
onMay 10 to coincide with William J. Sullivan's tenth year anniversary as president
ofS.U. Construction on the 76,000 square
foot Engineering Building, however, is
scheduled to begin sooner.
"We probably will start the Engineering
Building first because it's larger and will
take about 15 months to build," said

sphere, he said.
"However," said Pierce, "faculty offices
in the new building will be smaller than
they areinMarian. The standard we'reus-

ing willbe 120 square feet for each office.
The sizeis very typical for most colleges
and universities. We decided to go that
route rather than have smaller offices for
junior faculty and larger ones for senior
faculty," hestressed.
Pierce added that the dean's will have
larger offices with about 250 square feet.
But he said this space will include space for
secretaries and reception areas. He noted
that chairpersons of each department will
have corner offices that may be a little
larger. Healso said all offices willhave the
same amountof lighting and windows.
With the exception of the fine arts department, Pierce said all departments
within the schoolof arts and sciences, including rehabilitation and alcohol studies,
will behoused in the new building. Presently, the fine arts department is housedin
Buhr Hall and will be moving into the old
Engineering Building after engineering
moves into its new one.

Running his finger along a set of blueprints in S.U.s construction office, Boyd
traced along the lines of what will eventuallybe S.U.s new EngineeringBuilding.
"Wehave adesign center up here on the
fourth floor and we haveanice lecture hall
here thatIthink will be very pleasant. The
entry wayright here, with the curved form
on the east side, will be nice too," said
Boyd.
"The way the floors are designed isthere
will be meeting areasand little lounge areas off of the corridors, soit isn't just your
standard double loaded corridor," he said
Headded that the corridors wouldhave offsets andindentations "that willbe quite interesting."
The new Engineering Building, said
Boyd, will connect to the Bannon Building
at its southern stairwell and span to the
west. Unlike the Arts and Sciences Building, the Engineering Building will be six
stories high and have student classrooms.
But to make room for it, both the ROTC
building andInternational Student Center
will be demolished around March 15, he
said.
Boyd said ROTC will be relocated to
Connolly center and the International student center will move to a S.U.-owned
house on the corner of Eleventh Aye. and
East Cherry Street.
"Inthe future we will have anice amphitheater in back of the Engineering Building," said Boyd, "and if enough money is
raised, the amphitheater will bebetween it
and the new Life Sciences Building," He
said the Life Sciences Building may replace Marian Hall. "But for now, we'll
havea meandering walkwayrunning from
the back of the EngineeringBuilding up to
where the Life Sciences Building may
eventuallybe."
Citing some examplesoffuturedevelop-

ments on campus, Pierce said that eventually Buhr Hall will be torn down and the
fine arts department within it willmove to

the old EngineeringBuilding.

"The first things to move out of Buhr
Hall willbe their classrooms and studios,"
said Pierce, "and hopefully that will take
place right after engineering moves in
1987." Eventually,providing S.U.is able to
raise enough money in its next campaign,
the old Engineering Building will be connected to the existing Student Union Building,he said.
"One of the concepts that has been
raised by an architect, and we're using in
ourmasterplan, is that the engineeringand
the student union buildings will be connected by the service entrance that's between them," said Pierce. "If you were to
glass that in," he added, "it would connect
the twobuildings togetherinanatrium-like
structure."
Pierce said the Student Union Building
would then have a theater installed init for
educational purposes. The existing offices
in building would then be moved, providingenoughmoney israised inthe next fund
campaign, to the new University Center.
Pierce said the centerpiece for the next
campaign will be a new university center
located on the southwest side of Bellarmine Hall. The future building will stand
where the present tennis courts are and
spread across eleventh avenue and the existing metro substation,he said.
"We intend to purchase the substation
and then it (Student Union Building) would
be at that location with a bridge over East
Chi ;.y Street into the parking lot at Cam-

pion. We have it in our five year plan but at

Scale model of the university showing the locations of the new buildings.
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the tailendof it. That's contingent onfundng." Pierce said that if the Union Building
becomes a reality, il will be in 1990 or
.
1901
"
Our next major funds campaign has
thai (Student Union Building) as our centerpiece just like the new Engineering
Building was the centerpiece of this campaigi. he said.
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More ground to cover on less money
by Dean Visser

Despite the fact that Seattle University
has recently purchased properties outside
the current campus, the groundsbudget is

seeing major cuts this year.
The budget slashing and property additions will cut the availability of work study
jobs for students, and are causing serious
concerns among the grounds staff, accord-,
ing to James "Ciscoe" Morris, senior gardener at S.U.Theuniversity has purchased
four large lots, including the 3-M Supply
and Taylor Refrigerationbuildings near the
southeast end of campus. "The grounds
crew has to maintain these lots," Morris
said."To keep out the rats and tokeeplitter
Because our work
from piling up
study budget is being cut by 25 percent,
we'll have highly-trained gardeners doing
jobs that require far lessskill." Morris said
he understands why it may be important
for S.U. to purchase these lots: "The area
around campus is zonedfor industrial use,
and if the university doesn't buy it, we
could get heavy industry moving in. This
wouldmake a terrible environment for students,andcould destroy the university."
Morris also believes the universitymight
be working ona lobby tochange the zoning
laws, but heis not aware of details on such
a lobby.
Morris stressed the importance of keeping a university campus attractive, and
voiced concerns about the grounds staffs
ability to do so after the budget cuts. "The
campus is a little like a person," Morris
said. "Youhave tokeepthe bodyphysically
fit; if you're ingood shape,andkeepyour
teeth brushed, you're more attractive to
people and feel better about yourself."
Morris saidhe realized that the primary
purpose ofa university is education,but at
the same time, a nice-looking campus attracts students, and adds some incentive
for students to stay. S.U.s recent budget
cuts and tuition increase are blamed

...

mostly on declining enrollment, Morris

said.
Due to the 25 percent work study budget

drop and a 4 percent cut in grounds' general budget, Morris said he is concerned
thathe andhis crew may beunable to keep
up the campus' appearance up to their
standards. "When people see the campus,
they notice things like litter, and lawns
needing edging or mowing," Morris said.
"But if we edge a lawn, we might not be
able to prune a tree. Some of our trees are
worth thousands of dollars, and trained
gardeners need to check them for insects
and safety hazards. If they're not pruned
properly, they tend to get diseased. It takes
constant work, but we could have these
people sweeping leaves and cleaning
drains."
Checking and maintaining the university's vacant lots off campus also takes up
valuable time, Morris said. "We're a
smaller crew than before the campus
started really growing. WhenIcame here
eight years ago, the campus was 38 acres,
andnow it's 53."
Morris also expressed concerns about
the efficiency of university budgeting for
grounds. "We could save thousands ofdollarsinlabor andrental fees if wepurchased
a sweeperfor the malls," hesaid. "I'vehad
to buyalawnmower outof my own budget,
so we had to cut back important things in
that area.The school hasn't purchasedany
new equipment in five years."
Morris tries to stay optimistic in the face
of these problems. "The administrators
I've worked with have sounded very supportive," he said.Morris recently met with
a campus improvements committee consisting of George Pierce, vice presidentfor
administration, Joe Sommer, director of
physical plant services, Bob Fenn, safety
and security director and Jerome Pederson,general services director.
The committee has met twice, and has
set priorities for campus improvements.
"It sounds promising," Morris said. "I
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Cisco Morris, Head Groundskeeper for Seattle University points
dispairingly at the row of the trees on thelower mall that could become sick orovergrown due to lack of care now that his workstudy
budget has been cut by 25%.
the quality and attitude of the grounds
crew. "We've got one of the most outstanding garden staffs anywhere," he said.
"There's a positive attitude that runs
through our whole department, and that's
whatholds it up."
Morris hasa deeppersonal feelingabout
S.U.s campus. "Icouldn't stay here ifIhad
to watch the campus go downhill
eitherIneedmore support, or Ineed to
figure something out." Morris saidhe and
the staffhave worked under difficult conditions before: "I've learned to patch lawn
mowers together with wire.I
like the chal-

—

lenge ofbeingcreative, butif things got to
the point where the grounds were being
sacrificed, Icouldn't stay." Morris said
that the new buildings the university plans

hope it comes true. My concern is that
these thingsgetstarted, andoftenthe fund-

ing never comes through."
Another reasonfor Morris' optimism is

Is S.U. focus true to Jesuit ethos?
bySanjaySippy
Will the budget' cuts proposed for the
1986-87 school year affect the future liberal arts emphasis at Seattle University?
One faculty member believes the core
curriculum willnot beaffected inany way.
"There may turn out to be some cuts that
seem to affect the core, but most ofeverythingI
have tried todo, is to take sometemporary losses to obtain some long term
gains," said John Topel, S.J., vice president ofacademic affairs.
On the other hand, another faculty member feels there may be some conflicting
ideas with theimportance of thecore. "We
have had repeated official statements that
the core is essentially high priority at the
university, butIhave extreme frustration,
because it seems that every time we have a
project that is working, Ihave the ground
cut out from right under me," said Ken
Stikkers a professor inphilosophy.
Accordingto Stikkers, there seems tobe
morale problem with the staffserious
a
because of what the monetary commit
ment of the university is.
Since there is such a strong emphasis
and commitment towards the core curriculum at S.U.,Dave Pollick,dean of the college of arts and sciences, feels that money
shouldbe spent to build up and expand the
core. Pollick says that professional schools
have had greatamounts of money invested
in them, whereas there has been little investment in the college of arts and sciences. "The school ofartsand sciences has
not suffered as much as the other schools
percentage wise, but there has been no
growth, so the cut isharder on us," he said.
The core curriculum is part of the Jesuit
ethos, which is a character or identity that

deals with professionalism and individuality. It isa holistic education which takesthe
creative freedom of the individual seriously. It involves a strong emphasis on the
liberal arts and is combined with a personalinterest of the students.
"Jesuit ethos began in the sixteenth century by the Jesuit orderand the objective is
to achieve three main goals. The first is to
emphasize the liberal arts, the second is to
have a personal relationship between the
staff and the students. The third goal is to
have the students actively involved with
their studies," said David Leigh, S.J., of
thehonors program.
From the Jesuit ethos comes a latin
phrase, "ratio studiorum," which means
the schedule of studies, which is the core.
"The core tries to make us think clearly,
critically and analytically. Italso teaches us
to think about our values and to analyze
them," said Louis Sauvain, S.J., a professor of theology.
In1981,acorerevitalizationproject was
started with a PilotGrant from the Northwest Foundation under the leadership of
Pat Burke, aprofessor from the philosophy
department. With the cooperation of over
50 faculty and administration members,
the project had three main goals. The first
was to connect the core curriculum with
the Jesuit learning tradition of S.U. Secondly,it hoped to integrate the currentcore
with new disciplines. The third goal was to
adapt the core to accommodate transfer

and the project was restarted. As part of
therenewed project, the steering committee wasmade up ofseven faculty members.
Currently, the committee includes its Program Director, David Leigh, S.J., honors
program; Hamida Bosmajian, english;
David Knowles, economics ; Robert
Smith, general science;Kate Duncan, fine
arts; Andy Bjelland, philosophy; Wynne
Guy, mathematics and Tom Cunningham,
psychology.
"My hope is that the core revitalization
process will windup with a strengthening
of the corein sucha waythat the wholeuniversity willcome tosee thecentrality of the
artsand sciences department to everything
going onin the professional schools," said
Topel.
According to Leigh, the revitalization
process willbetter coordinate the courses
inthe core. This way the corewillbea better integrated education.
"We are trying to create a core that responds to the students' needs today and not
10 yearsago," saidPollick.

students.

"The professional schools are strongly
committed to thecore curriculum,as is the
college of liberal arts. Ithink among the
deans, we feel strongly about it,butIdon't
sense a feeling of excitement that would
generate a really creative approach to the
revitalization project," said John
Eshelman, the dean of schoolof business.
The business school has the largest core
curriculum with 75credit hours toeachde-

"During the 1981-82 academic year, the
former vice president of academic affairs,
Tom Longin, called off the project," said
Leigh.
In 1983 the $149,000 grant wasrenewed

The revitalization project will be completed at the end ofspring quarter in1987.
By fall quarter of 1988, a new andrevised
core is expected.

.

gree.

to begin constructing this year will displace some of the most beautiful parts of
campus, such as the rockeries near the
Loyola Annex, andthe area behindBarman
building up to 10th Aye.
"Our campus is internationally recognized for its grounds," Morris said. They
were designed by the famous Japanese
landscapeartist Kubota, witha "Japanesealpine" theme. He said Kubota is considereda genius, and that,although S.U. contractors have promised to duplicate
Kubota's work asclosely as possible, "you
can never replace what a geniusdid." Morrislovesthis campus, andhis dedicationto
itwillkeephim andhis crew workinghard

.

"I knowevery rock and bush by name,"
Morris said. "Ipersonify things like this,
becauseIsee nature as alive."

Dean's
Council
by Jennifer Jasper

Thediscussion ofpolicy issues overprogram issues is what the Seattle University
dean's council does, said John Topel, S.J.,
academic vice president.
Topel said "the mission of the council is
to servethe students."Oneof themain purposes of the council, Topel "said, "is to
serve as a grievance council where the
council members can bring to the attention
of the academic vice president issues that
have come to thecouncil's attention.
The core revitalization program, the reestablishment of the dean's and president's
list, the relationship of various schools to
continuing education, the academic standing for athletes' grade pointaverages (to allow them to participate in their sport), and
where the S.U. policy on cheating should
be published are some of the issues the
council discusses.
Topel said the council meets monthly. It
hasthe fiveundergraduate deans, the graduate school dean, registrar, librarian, Sumore school director and continuing education director, to name a few.
The council roseas a group of academic
administrators who wanted to talk to one
another, Topel said. It acts as.an advising
committee and opportunity for the deans to
share ideas and concerns from the academic structure.
Esther Mills, director of Institute of
Public Service, said the council members
bring issues to the attention of the other
members and the academic vice president.
Mills saidthe council givestheacademic
vice president a background to make decisions, alternative options on issues and a
wide range ofopinion on issues.
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Student group protests
—
apartheid
—
Gore, also an ASSU officer, said the
group'sintent is tofirst approach theBoard
of Trustees in a "diplomatic way"
throughpetitions but said, "We are prepared to go all the way to demonstrations
by LaurieBoston
Students protesting Seattle University's like they had in the 60s."
Petitions were passed out at the meeting
investments in South African companies
made plans last week to immediately start and are being circulated on campus. The
gatheringsignatures onpetitions topresent petition asks that S.U.choose to "totally"
to S.U.President William J. Sullivan,S.J., divest from South African corporations to
and theBoardof Trustees.
"make a strong ethical statement against
Against
Apartinhumanities of the government of South
Co-chairs of "Students
said,
Gore
Africa." It further reads, "By failing todiheid" Jodi Anable and James
"What we want to say to Seattle University vest webelieve S.U. is in partresponsible
(administration) is to practice what you for perpetuating the atrocities of apartChristian ethics heid."
preach; you're preaching
—
The S.U. group is one of many groups
and human rights how can you be invested in something that is totally against formed on college campuses to protest
U.S. and university investments in South
what you say is right?"
a
reason
explained
primary
Anable
that
Africa. A student protest at the University
behind the organization is to respond to of Washington last month coincided with
Sullivan's statement in the Spectator(Oct. the Boardof Regents' decision to cut back
31 issue) that "he has no idea what S.U. on their South African investments. Darstudents feel about thisissue" anduntil he mouth College students made national
knowshehas noreason toencourage dives- news by erecting a shack on campus property in the name of apartheid.
titure.

BRIANROONEY/THE SPECTATOR

Students wearpinsto protest S.U.s involvement in South Africa.

Tuitionincrease not expected to decrease enrollment
by John Teehan
Although tuition will be increased 8.8
percent for the 1986-87 school year an
increase
from $136 to $148 percredit hour
— enrollment
should not be adversely affected, according to Seattle University administrators.
William J. Sullivan, S.J., president ol
S.U, addressing administration, faculty
and students two weeksago at the Lemieux
Library, said the tuition increase, along
with other budget concerns, is needed to
offset operating costs, but believes S.U.s
figure of 4,400 students will be met for

—

next.year.GaryZimmermanagrees.

Zimmerman, executive vice president,
says S.U.is "expecting a fell quarter en-

rollmentof 4,400 students," and "wehave

based the budget on the best estimate we
would get withthe present programs."
Other factors that lead Zimmerman to
believe the enrollment figure will be met
includes the $1 million increase in financial aid and the expandedemphasis onrecruitment procedures. "We believe the $1
million increase infinancial aid will make
the increase in tuition moreacceptable to
those people whoqualify for financial aid,"
said Zimmerman.

Concerning recruitment, Zimmerman
said at S.U. "over a two-yearperiod(presently) our resources in recruitment have
gone up about a quarter-of-a-million dollars." This would include S.U. recruiters
going to high schools and homes, publications,processingapplicants foradmissions
and financial aid, answering queries from
the public and better use of the alumni in
recruiting.
"Theseeffortsare coordinated by Sheila
Hood, who reports to Father Topel," said
Zimmerman. Hood is the new vice presi-

dent for enrollmentservices and Topel is
vice president foracademicaffairs.
Although S U. isaiming at the 4,400 figure, it is a drop compared to three of the
last four years. In the fall of the 1985-86
school year, 4,406 registered; 1984-85,

.

4,653; 1983-84, 4,685; and 1982-83,
4,544. These figures come from the S.U.

budgetoffice.
"Webelievethis turn down inenrollment
is a temporary one," said Virginia Parks,
vice president for finance and treasurer.
She bases this on the increase in financial
aidandrecruitment practices.

BRIAN ROONEYH'HESPECTATOR

Fr.Frank Longin, S.J., founder/current leader of S.U.s hiking club
sitswith his scrapbook of photographs of theclub's outings dating
back some 40 or more years.

"We have put about a-quarter-of-a-million dollars to that area of admissions and
retention," said Parks, reiterating what
Zimmermansaid.
Another factor in raising tuition to the
8 8 percent figureare the 12 percent salary
increases for the staff (secretaries,clerical

.

workers,

account

technicians, etc.,

through grades 13) and the 2.5 percent average increase for professional staff, administration and faculty.
"We wouldhave ahard timeproducing a
balanced budget and not give a compensa-

tion increase if not going the 8.8 percent

increase," saidZimmerman.

When asked what enrollment figure
Zimmermanwould like to see S.U. reach,
he responded that "we want to gradually
grow to5,000." When asked when, he said

jokingly: "Last year." But for now "this is
the best wecan do at this point."
While tuition at S.U. next year will increase to $6,600 (for three 15-credit quarters), the three other private institutions in
the areahave gone the same route— tuition
hikes.
At Seattle Pacific University, a tuitionincrease of 6.8 percent for 1986-87 brings
the figure to $6,405, up from $5,997; at
Pacific Lutheran University, 9.5 percent to
$7,155, up from $6,535;andat theUniversity of Puget Sound, 9 percent to $7,480,

up from $6,860. These figures come from
the schools' respective admissionsoffices.
At S.U. the need to curtail tuition increases is a simple one. "As ourenrollment
grows, our income flow matches what we
need to do," said Zimmerman.

Nuclear free zone petition
to be submitted
by San jay Sippy
The Seattle University Coalition ofHumanConcern willbe submitting a "nuclear
free zone" petition to theBoardofTrustees
andPresident William J. Sullivan,S.J. this
April.
Making S.U. anuclear free zone, means
that no nuclear weapons or parts will be
built or designed on the free zone premises. The coalition is comprised of seven
S.U. students and two faculty advisers.
Theadvisers are Gary Chamberlain of the
Theologydepartment, and George Kunzof
the Psychology department.
According to Chamberlain, the petition
is an attempt to achieve two objectives."
The first thing we are trying to do is to
raiseawareness of students who signed the
petition. The second objective is to question whether countries or cities should allow weapons or weaponfacilities to bedevelopedin theirenvironment." he said.
Currently, the coalition has 800 signatures on their petition. This is enough to
present to the Board of Trustees, said
Chamberlain, but the group wants more
signatures. Themore there are on the petition, the stronger the argument will be.
and harder for a decision to be refuted, he
said.
"We are trying toeducate the student and
show them the amount of money that is being spent on defense. The money could be
used for Medicare,unemployment benefits
and other human concerns," he said.
Chamberlain said nuclear weaponshave
threatened humanity and society. "These
weapons are a threat to us even if they are
not being used It makes us feel that the

—

Russians are anevil empire ratherthan human beings and the Russians feel the
same way about us." he added.
There is a symbolic statement behind
making S.U. a nuclear free zone as well,
saidChamberlain. "We want to reorganize
the budget to suit our needs by spending
the money on people instead of defense.
Weneed to spend money on our industries
to make them more competitive world
wide," he said.
"On February 6, 1986, theSeattle City
Council wrote a letter to Ronald Reagan
protesting the passage of the nuclear weapons train, the 'white train,'" as many people called it, he said. They were protesting
the train's passage through Seattle's downtown core. The city council is thinking
about making Seattle a nuclear free zone
area,hesaid.
There are other countries and cities
around the world that have declared themselves a nuclear free zone area,saidChamberlain. Among the many are New
Zealand, London, Vancouver 8.C., Bellingham, Port Townsend and Cambridge,
Mass.
Chamberlain feels the petition will go
through with support from the students.
He feels that educating studentson campus
is the main concern, and by helping them
understand the problems and costs with
nuclear weapons.
By having the students sign the petition.
Chamberlain feels that a transfer ofknowledge has taken place, and students have
come to understand the consequences of
nuclear weapons.
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Jesuit's tale of nervous breakdown
by SuzanKoscak
Patrick Howell is a man who has gone
through hellandback. Most people who go
into that hellnever return. Thathell is not a
physical place like Dante's Inferno but
rather an abyss existing in every human
psyche, the bottomless pit into which the
most sensitive could easily fall. It is the
painful, debilitating torment of a nervous
breakdown.
One ofnine children,born inNorth Dakota,Howell atanearlyage saw two forces
—
in theworld Goodand Evil. He made a
the Good. He
deepabiding commitment
— to
selfless, loving,
strove to belike Christ
perfect. "Ihad a need for approval of those
Iadmired, especially authorityfigures
I
felt the need to be right and on top of
things." His mortal enemy was the demonic force, "the demon spirit which suggest identification withfailure."
Howell entered the Jesuit order in 1961
based on his readings of their "übiquitous
presence in politics, education and the
missions." Howell would not permit himself anything but the highest possible image in retrospect, the most impossible
image. He set out to be a "spiritual giant"
in whatever he chose to do.
After ten years "chest pains came on
every spring like the pollen." But Howell
left no space in his life for personal mat-

....

—

ters.

When the church changed the confessionals from the "box" to "face-to-face"
Howell avoided confession for 17 months.
He began to slip into the demonic world.
A year later an overwhelming sadness
overcame him due tohis persistent senseof
having failedhisideals. "What the hell did
God want me to do?" he asked. He felt
there was toomuch to do and toolittle time
to learn it. He began merciless self-lacera-

tion.
Soon he became vice principal at a Jesuit
prep high school for boys where his anguish became more acute, almost unbearable. His vulnerabilities left him defenseless against life's surprises. A colleague
hangedhimself. A student was killed. Another colleague working in a leper colony
for 14 years had diedof leprosy when49.
Howell was not an island. He seemed to
absorb everything indiscriminately. Hebegan to realize that "every mistake in my
writing was demonic force." His sense of
reality rapidly deteriorated. He experienced hallucinations and heard voices,
"strong contradictory feelings, demonic
and angelic images," high highs and low
lows. Good and Evil were playing tug-ofwar withhis soul.
Howell woke up a prisoner in hell. He
was put on Thorazine (which slows down
reaction time and makes one spastic) and
was put through therapy sessions for six
months with psychiatrist Dr. Zivereink,
who Howell now acknowledges was one of
the most important forces of his recovery.
Upon his release he discovered he
couldn't get his old position backas principal. After retreats and prayer groups with
close Jesuit friends hehada secondbreakdown and was re-hospitalized. There he
remembered apassage from Hemingway's
"A Farewell to Arms." "The worldbreaks
everyone and afterwards many are strong
at thebroken places.But those that will not
break itkills."
Inorder to livehehad to allow himself to
bebroken. With thecloseattention ofZivereink, Howell made his way back to a full
recovery.
To hold the ideal of perfection inanimperfect world has got to produce.tremen-
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Fr. Patrick Howell,S.J., describes his recent nervous breakdown
in the book
dous anxiety. Like Icaarus who flew too
near the sun with wings of wax and feathers, Howell wanted to bemore than most
men. He flew higher and fell further. He
has learned to accept the imperfect world
as wellashis ownhumanity.

This accounthe documents inhispoetic,
touching and frightening—book "Reducing
the Storm to a Whisper The Story of a
Breakdown." His conclusion is emblamatic of his recovery: "The truth will
make you free but first it will make you

miserable."

Students select candidates in primary election
byDougSanders
With a last minute creative poster blitz
and strong support frominternational students, Mike Mullen and Abbeselom
(Abby) Ghermay emerged as the top two
vote-getters in the race for ASSU president.
Bob Brown and Lorine Singleton received the most votes for Ist vice president
while Patricia Brown and Shawn Carleton
won the 2nd vice president race.
In the primary election held last Thurs-

day,voters selected two candidates foreach
office, whowill face eachother inthe final
election today.
In the presidential race,Ghermayplaced
first with150 votes, or27 percent. Mullen
placed second with121 votes, 22 percent;
Troy Monohon finished third with 107
votes, 20 percent; followed by Allison
Westfall with 89 votes, 16 percent and
Mike Sheehan with83 votes, 15 percent.
In the Ist vice president race, Bob
Brown advanced to the final election with

171 votes, 34 percent; along with Lorine
Singleton, 158 votes, 31 percent; Brad
Mace finished third with98 votes, 19 percent; followed by Mark Hall with55 votes,
11percent;and Philip Devin with27 votes,
5 percent.
In the 2nd vice president race, Patricia
Brown and Shawn Carleton advanced to
the final election. Brown received 167
votes, 32 percent and Carleton received
162, 31 percent. David Urbina finished

third with116 votes, 22 percent; followed
by Rick Diedrick who received 81 votes,
15 percent.
The final electionis today andpolls will
be open at the following times:
Bellarmine Hall lobby: 11-7 p.m.
Campion Hall lobby: 5-8 p.m.
XavierHalllobby: 5-8 p.m.
Bookstore: 10-3 p.m.
Chieftain: 10-3 p.m.
Library,2nd floor: 5-8 p.m.

Faculty and staff

salaries to rise
by TimHuber
Salaries for most Seattle University staff
positions will rise next year as part of the

proposed 1986-87 budget. The pay raise
will helpbring non-union staff pay at S.U.
closer tocurrent market value.
To make the pay raise, all the staff salaries of positions grade 13 and below were
added together and 12 percent of that total
was added to bedistributed to the staff asa
pay raise, according to Gary Zimmerman,
executive vice president.
"We've been measuring turnover," at
about 60 percent in lower staff positions,
said Zimmerman. According to Zimmerman, salaries $100 to $300 below market
pay arebehind the high turnover rate. "As
the grades get lower and lower," said Zimmerman, the turnover goes higher. A pay
hike will hopefully cut down the highturnover rate, he said.
The lower staff positions, said Zimmerman, are positions such as secretaries,
clerks and filing assistants. The raise,

however, "does not apply to union person-

nel," said Zimmerman.
"Ihaven'thad any direct feedback," said
Anna Dillon, director of personnel services,but she said the indirect feedback she

hadreceived had beengood.
According to Dillon, the areas of high
turnover are secretarial positions, cashiers, senior office assistants, and account
technicians. Dillon was positive about the
pay raise and feels it will help. "I feel the
university is doing what they can," said
Dillon. "I think that it (the raise) is fair,"
sheadded.
While Dillon called her participation in
the budgeting of a pay raises "indirect,"
she said, "I think Ihave input." While a
staff salary increase may help slow down
the rate of staff turnover next year, it will
not help those who have already left or are
leaving.

A car blew up at the Xavier east parking at 2:30a.m.
last Tuesday.

|
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Soapboxforum
KAL 007: Was it a spy plane?
by John Wright

...

deprived of
"No person shall be
life,liberty or property without due process oflaw." Amendment V.
It is a common practice of both the SovietUnionandtheUnited States to deliberately fly military aircraft into each other's
airspace. Extremely vital questions regarding military intelligence can be answered. For example, what radio frequencies are used? How powerful are the
transmissions? How many and what types
ofaircraft arealerted? Howlongis theirresponse time? What are their designations
and call signs? Were the communications
coded? How far back in the line of command do theauthorizations go?
Fear of having this vitalnational security
information exposed, coupled with their
general paranoia about encirclement, has
made the Soviet Union totally obsessed
with protecting its borders. The United
States knows this. We've lost 139 service
men inSoviet airspace since 1950. Alsoin
this period, 27 aircraft have been either
forced orshot down whileanother 60 were
attacked while on reconnaissance missions.
Just as the Russians appear obsessed
■withprotecting their borders, so does the
UnitedStates seemintent on violatingtheir
borders. We obviously place a very high

priority on penetrating Soviet airspace
even at therisk of losing aircraft andlives.
John Keppel, a retired U.S. Foreign
Service officer with two tours of duty in
Moscow,agrees with the basic tenetof the
need for this type of military intelligence.

Opinion
Keppelpersonally tookpart intheabortive
cover-up of the U-2 flight in 1960. While
speaking in Seattle recently, Keppel was
even introduced (with his permission) as
having lied for his country before.
But for the last 29 months he has been
pursuing the truth of what happened on
August 31,1983,when KAL 007 was shot
downand 269civilians were killed.Keppel
doesn'tbelieve the administration's version
which says flight 007 innocently flew off
course oversensitiveSoviet military installations and was then wantonly shot down
without warning. Keppel, funded by the
Fund for Constitutional Government, The
Nation magazine and private contributions, is trying to gain support for a Congressional investigation into American
military (andpossibly CIA) complicity in
theKAL 007 downing.

The most serious charge is that the military used007 and thecivilians onboard to
"tickle" the Soviet border and radar
screens. Consideringour safety record, or
lack of it, within Soviet borders this is an
extremelydangerousmission for anybody.
But toplace unaware andinnocent civilians
into this extremely risky situation,
which Keppel andothers
believes to be the case,
is illegal (Keppel
referred, for

Byung In, 46, departed Anchorage 40

scheduled.
As part of the great anti-Soviet barrage
over the following days the National Security Agency announced it had "hard evidence that certainly forward elementscontrolling regional air defense assets knew
thauhe targetordered a Sukhoi Su-15 interceptor toshoot down
acivilianairliner. They
knew it probably

...

example,to
the sth

.

any ethics the
U.S. might say ithas.

Then to cover up the
facts about such a mission destroys the
freedom which this country isbuilt upon.
So far Keppcl has run into numerous
governmentofficials whomheknows were
lying to him. "They canlie to me, but they
can't lie to Congress or they'll be incontempt of Congress" is the basis of his plea
for a Congressional investigation armed
with full subpoena powers capable of
bringing out intothe public arenathe truth
ofKALOO7.
The basisof the administration's version
isthe reportby theInternational CivilAviation Organization (ICAO). It hasbeen declared "authoritative" by the U.S. But the
American people haven't been given a
credible explanation for the death of the
minutes late after adding 9800 pounds of
fuel. This wasn't needed forhis scheduled
flight nor did he report it to theair traffic
controllers. The ICAO report made no
mention of this. Newsweek even falsely
implied that flight 007 left Anchorage as
269 civilians aboard KAL 007. New evidence, and even some of the original evidence, directly contradicts the ICAO report and throws grave doubts on the
validity of theICAO report.
To begin with, Korean Captain Chun
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mentioned it. As early as 1968 the technology existed for Japanese military controllers toradio a warningto a Seaboard World
Airlines DC-8 themomentit veeredtoward
Soviet territory.
This area of the North Pacific is one of
the most carefully watched areas in the
world due to its strategic importance. On
August 31,1983,there was to bea test ofa
new missile, the SS-X-25. Allof the radar
systems were tobefocused inthatarea that
night. When the Russians spotted KAL
007 within their airspace all the testpreparations were cut off.
YettheU.S didn't notice007 overSoviet
territory? The Cobra Dane phased-array
radar at Shemya island should have, and
probably did,spotKAL007.Retired General Richard Rohmer, among others,
claimed Cobra's range was "probably no
more than 300miles." Cobra Dane's true
grange is 28,000 miles.It can track satellites intheir highest orbits.
In "War In Space" James Canansays itis
so powerfulit can spot abaseball at a range
of 2,000 miles out in space. The Cobra
Daneradarcan simultaneouslymonitor the
position, motion and nature of more than
200objects. Theextentof thevariousradar

was a scheduled

Korean transport
operating ott course."
Direct Kremlin ties were
sought withgreatpomp. ExpertSovietologists claimed Ihe reasons the Soviets
tracked 007 tor 2.5 hours was a lag
topermit the decision to>hoot down the
civilian airliner to be reviewed at the
highest levels in Moscow.
They claimed the fighter pilot "radioed
full recognition that his missiles were
locked on a civiliancommercial aircraft."
This planned massacre scenario lasted
five weeks before unidentified American
intelligence experts toldthe press they had
"reviewed allavailable evidence andfound
no indication that Soviet air defense personnel knew before theattack that the target was a commercial plane." Yet five
weeks was all that was needed for the
strongly opposedplans to build the MX
anddeploy Pershing IIandCruise missiles
to beapproved inCongress.
Therehavebeennumerous excusesgiven
for why KAL 007 wasn't contacted once it
was off course. None of the excuses are
verygood, though. There was 2.5 hours in
which 007 should have been found off
course andradioed. Yet nothing wasdone.
Thepilots themselves also shouldhave noticed they were off course but then never
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stationsin theareais sogreat that onePentagon officer has said that "Nothing flies
from, over ornearSakhlin (island) that we

don't monitor."
There are also recently released radar
tapesreleasedby Japandirectly contradicting the administration's story. A state department spokesman saidtheICAOhad access to these tapes while working on their
report.However,Marinus Heijl,amember
of the ICAO's inquiry team, admitted the
ICAOhad never seen the tapes. Does this
mean that the ICAO report was based on
woefully incomplete information?
What is even more alarming is the history ofKorean Air Lines. In 1978 a similar
incident occurred when KAL 902 flew
more than 1,000 miles off course oversensitive Soviet military installations for two
hours. Two people were killed when a 15
foot section was sheared off the right wing
by a Soviet fighter.
If the right of freedom inAmerica is to
be upheld then surely the American people
should know the truth about KAL 007.
Thebest way offinding the truthabout how
KAL 007 flew so faroff course into Soviet
territory, about the nature and dimensions
of any cover up and the implications of the
downingis through a full,formal and open
Congressional investigation. Without this
comprehensive public inquiry the KAL
007 tragedy shallremain unresolved.

All letters to the editor must be250 wordsor less, typed
double-spaced, signed and mailed or delivered to the
Spectator by12pm Saturday.Looking Ahead entries must
bemailed or deliveredbyspmThursday.Allmust include a
phonenumber and address.
Letters willbe publishedon a spaceavailable basis and
maybeedited as needed.
Postmaster:Send address changes to the SeattleUniversity Spectator,12th Avenue and East Spring Street, Seattle,WA, 98122.
The Spectator is published every Thursdayduring the
academicschool year, excluding school holidays. Annual
subscriptions cost $10 and thirdclass postage is paid at
Seattle, WA.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ASSU protest
DearStudents:

The ASSU is having a rally on Friday,
Feb. 28, in the library auditorium at 1:15
p.m. TherallyiscalledSpeak OutStudents
(5.0.5.),andits purposeis to showstudent
unity onvarious campus issues. We want to
symbolize student concerns abouthow the
administration ishandling these problems.
The ASSU executives and the Student
Senatehave tried theentire school year to
represent you to the best of our abilities.
Now we're asking you to come join us on
Friday to all Speak Outin unison to make
our campus abetter place for everyone.
Sincerely,
James R. Gore

Sweet Lies
To the Editor:

I
am writing thisletter specifically inresponse to the article in the Spectatoron
Feb 20,"Tuition to Rise8 8Percent? "but
also to question the wisdom of theuniversity's prevailing attitude toward its students.
The article gave Fr. Sullivan's reasons
for raising tuition. When Iread it, Iwas
outraged. Our tuition is being raised because of "decreased revenues due to declining enrollment" caused by "the inability of some students to pay tuition." Seems
like a vicious cycle to me: raise tuition,
lose students, raise tuition, lose students
and so on. At this rate, by the year 2000,
we will have ten students paying five million dollars apiece. Why not try a different
cycle: lower tuition, get more students,
lower tuition, get more students andso on?
The only benefits students get from the
increased tuitionisincreased financial aid.
could, not restrain myWhenI
read that,I
bellowed, "This is
I
"Preposterous!"
self.
"
anoutrage! They raise tuition so they can
give us more money to pay for the increased tuition. Come on! However, Ido
agree with one budget increase: the recruitment budget. It will take quite a bitof
fancy talking to get people to buy into a
schoollikethis.
Thenumbers Sullivan releasedto justify
the increase are insulting to anybody who
can add. All departments have to cut their
budgetsby five percent. This would more
thanoffset the3.5 percent inflation rate.If
my mathematical skills serve me correctly,
that gives the school 1.5 percent more
money. Add on the 8.8 percent increase
and voila:the schoolhas10.3 percent more
money.What do weget? Weloseour baseball team.
Part of the money is going to pay for the
construction of abetter campus. Why are
we paying for it? We won't benefit. If
will have an alma
someone tells me that I
am not
mater to beproud of,Iwill laugh. I
do not foreproud of my school now andI
see any change in my attitude in the future—no matter what the campus looks
like. The only fond memories I
will have
willbe thatI
had excellent professors who
cared about their students and-my memories offriendsI
havemade here 1 willhave
no fondmemories of the school itself.
Thelong rangeplanning of the school,at
least as Isee it, will kill the school. We
need to havealumni whoare
- proud of their
school and will support it morally and financially.It's not happening, though. I
see
a continuing de-emphasis and gradual
phase-out of traditional students. That is
stupid. They are thematerial that grateful
(rich?) alums aremade of, not the non-traditionals.Aboutamonth ago, there wasan
editorial by a non-traditional student,
Vanessa Gilder, which drove this home to
me. She wrote about how non-traditional
students do not get involvedin the school.
They leave campus after class and go to
work, to their familiesand to their communities. Whatdo theycare aboutS.U. except
as aplace to get a degree so they can move
up the company ladder? Grateful alumni?
Hardly.
The grateful alumni will come from
among the ranks of the traditional students. But thesepeopleare beingalienated
from the school. The number of students
involvedinextracurricularactivities which

.

.

will helpto foster fondmemories ofS.U. is
pitifully small compared to the total number ofstudents. Why?It's tougher to get involved when living off campus. Yet students are increasingly forced off campus
by the highest priced dorms in the Northwest, by an exorbitantly high-priced food
service, not to mention those forced out of
the university because of raises in tuition.
We don't have a sports program to rally
around, either. It seems that a sports program that would put S.U.back on the map
would help.(Whatever happened toour nationally ranked basketball team of the fifties?) It seems that alumni like to rally
around sports more than anything else.
Our school has nothing to rally around,
though.
But enough of my tirade; let's go to the
true forums of public opinion: the school
taverns. Let's go to the Bulldog Tavern in
Spokaneby Gonzaga University. What you
will findis recent and not-so-recentgraduates of G.U. ready to go watch the Bulldogs, bragging about how much they are
going to contribute to the school. Now let's
come back home to the Comet Tavern.
What will youfind? Not manygraduates of
S.U. and the ones you do find won'tbesaying how much they want to do for their
alma mater (at least not recent graduates).
Instead, they'llbe wondering what they got
for all the money they paid S.U. The generalconsensus willbe that they gotvery expensive academic educations and little
else. They feel that they have more than
paid their dues. S.U. won't get any support
from them.
Well, Fr. Sullivan, how long can your
school last under these circumstances?
Your enrollment is declining and tuitionis
rising. Bad trend, Bill. Fr. Sullivan, you
do,
may readthisand,knowingmore than I
say that Idon't understand the situation.
Think about this,though: not many, if any,
ofusstudents who willhavethe potential to
My point is
help the school
that the factsaren't as importantas student
andalumiopinion. Youcould change that;
you could goona public relations blitz and
let us know what yourplans are. Or isthere
something you don't want us to know? Is
this article more accurate than you like?
Are you letting S.U. die? You need to
change the minds of the people who matter: students who will become influential
alumni. Tell us sweet lies, Bill.
Very truly yours,
Peter K. Hauge

Just wars?
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to an article
which appearedin theSpectatorsome time
ago in which an account was given ofFather Topel's response to the presence of
ROTCon campus. Obviously aninterview
does not afford personsbeing interviewed
a chance toclearly and fully elaborate their
positions.
And so this letter does not intend so
much to be a response to Father Topel's
considered position on this matter as aresponse to hisposition as formulated inthat
article. Furthermore, it is not my intention
to address the presence of the ROTC on
campus, but the theological justification
which has been advanced for that presence, namely, the theory and practice of
just wars.
The traditional praxis of just wars has
placed "Christian" nations at the forefront
of technological developments which now
threaten the world with annihilation. And
Christians have found themselves in the
embarrassing position of having provided
and of providing theoretical justification
for these developments.
In the choice between Jesus and Peter,
Christians have tended down through the
ages to find Peter to be wiseand practical,
and Jesus to be foolishly impractical inhis
admonition of Peter toput awayhis sword.
Either Jesus was right in this matter or Peter was right, one or the other,but not both.
The theoretical and theological justification for war as fitting praxis in a transitional period to the kingdom of Godis no
morethan a theoretical andtheological jus-

tification for hatred.
Christians have come homeclean. They
have to decide whether they are going to
follow Jesus as Lordor not; and ifnot, they
must have thecourage to be honest enough
to say so. Disobedience cannot be twisted
into apparent obedience without furthering
the advance of Christianity down the
treacherous path of double talk, apractice
which canonly contribute to the cynical attitude toward religious claims.
The justification of violence as a transitional period to the kingdom of lovingkindness appears to be an academic camouflage for Christians to eat their cake and
to have it also, for Christians, in other
words, to remain comfortably God's disobedient servants.
Carmichael Peters

Black students
Tothe Editor:
thought your article on the decline of
I
black enrollment at Seattle University and
elsewhere was excellent and informative.
IfS U. iscommitted toincreasing thenumber of black students here while anumber
of black students do not find they are cared
for, challenged and supported in the way
other students are, then clearly we have
some work to do.
Imaginative approaches to recruiting
black faculty and studentsand to educating
faculty andstaffabout the concernsand dilemmas existing for black students seem
like basic beginningpoints.
Steen Hailing,
Department of Psychology

.

Black enrollment
To the Editor:
The stories concerningblackenrollment
at Seattle University were informational
and well done. Ihope thatIcan readfuture
issues of theSpectator and see the issues of
S.U.handled in such amanner.
Ithink, though, that your comments
about Interim Director of Admissions
Mills are uncalled for and out of line. I
don't know what is insensitive about comparinggroups of students whether they be
tubaplayers, basketball players,black students or Vietnam refugees.
I'll use the analogy of Vietnamese students. Iwould think that to recruit these
students, S.U. would want to hire people
who could help them develop Englishskills
quickly and successfully. The university
would want to develop a series of classes
specifically for these students' history, culture, language, etc.
and that the bookstore would carry some Vietnamese literature and greeting cards. Is it insensitive
thatI've compared black students to Vietnamese? Ithink not.
Iwould hope that somewhere in your
book of ethics for journalism you would
find an apology suitable for EstherMills.
David Moody

—

Getting a job
To the Editor:
Iwouldlike to respondto aletter written
by Eric Peterson (Jan. 30) in which he expressedjob search frustrations.
Eric was told by hisbasketball coach that
alumni would be there for assistance when
he finished school.
It would certainly be nice ifan alumnus
hada job waiting foreach graduate,butthis
rarely happens. Offering assistance does
not necessarily mean providing jobs.
Seattle University alumni offer a wealth
of insights into the jobmarketand are willing to talk with students about how to find
career employment. Project A.S.K.
(AlumniSharingKnowledge)links current
students withalumni ina wide range ofcareer fields.
By meeting withthese A.S.K. advisors,
students canfind answers to suchquestions
as: "What are the basic requirements for
finding work in your field.' "What adcutional training or experience will Ineed?"
"How can Ibest sell myself to prospective
employers?"
For many students,the first jobafter col-

lege will be that of "self marketer." To be
successful, you need to understand your
product (whatyou have tooffer?), research
your market (who's hiring people with
your skills?) and finally sell your abilities
to an employer.
Alumni can be rich resources in this
process if you view them as consultants
experts who can help you to see how your
education and experience fit into the
broader world of work.
Sally Hull,
directorof Career Planning
and Placement

—

Essay Workshop
To the Editor;
Are you in the throes of existential
angst? Then imagine: It's 9:00 p.m. You
are #49inapile of60law school or graduate schooladmissions essays. Your reader,
a member of the screening committee, is
bleary eyed and more than ready to vegetate through a TV show. You'd better be
alive on paper if you want that committee
member to come alive in readingyour personal and professionalgoal!
For years Ihave written recomendations
for students and discussed with them as
wellas edited their admission essays, but I
have not ceased to be astonished over my
students' lackof professional manner when
they ask for recommendations orover their
inability to devise a rhetorical strategies
that project a strongimage of themselves in
anadmission essay.
How many timesmust Iread the "jockey
essay"? "Being on the tennis team has
taught me the value of competition as well
as team spirit"! Or, the global travelers
maturation: "Spending a year in Austria
has enabled me to accept different foods,
people and values" (Austria?). Or, "the
well-rounded-humanities-majors-swoosh
statement": "Ithas been thrillingforme to

see now how my entire education has become integrated and enabled me for the

rigors of law school and to eventually fur
ther the aims of a just society." Goodluck

kiddo!!
Most students write highly predictable,
bland and boring admission essays. Isee
them, likethe students inPink Floyd's The
Wall, come up the assembly line of an admission review and plop into oblivion.
We've decided to do something about such
impending disasters. We need to give the
major in the humanities disciplines a
keener competitiveedge.
Graduate programs, law schools medical schools (at least those that are career
enhancing), competition for fellowships
and grants, entry level positions to career
have all alow tolerance for flaccidness and
flimflam. Grade inflation has led to a devaluation of academic records andrecommendations by professors have lost their
impact since professors areafraid of being
sued if they arehonest. Official examination scores and the admission essay have,
therefore, become the most important determinants ofan applicant's success ingetting admitted to the best possible professional preparatory program.
To increase chances of success for S.U.s
majors inhumanities disciplines Dr. Patricia Sullivan and myself will conduct a
workshop on March 3, 7:30-9:30p.m. in
the Stimson roomof the library: PREPARING YOURSELF PROFESSIONALLY.
Our topics include the admission essay, the
resume, and recommendations from professors.The workshopwillbelimited to 40
participants. To reserve your place pick
up, fill out and turn in your registration
form at the English office, Marion 207,
immediately.
All workshop participants who turn in
sample admission essays are assured that
these will be analyzed and edited by Dr.
Sullivanand myself.
If students demonstrate interest and enthusiasm for this workshop, there will be a
follow-up in the spring oninterview skills.
Dr. Hamida Bosmajian
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ARTSENTERTAINMENT
"Smooth Talk" portrays first sexual encounter
Smooth Talk
Directed by Joyce Chopra. Written by
Tom Cole based ona short story by Joyce
CarolOates. Photographedby JamesGlennon. Cast: Laura Dern, Treat Williams,
Mary Kay Place, Margaret Welch, Sarah
lglis. A Spectra Films release. Broadway
I
Theater.
by Vonne Worth

never let them wear. Connie (Laura Dern)
told her mother (Mary Kay Place) they're
going to see a movie the same movie
every afternoon for three days. Ofcourse
they never seethe movie. They go cruising
in the shopping mall then change into everyday clothes to go home.

—

Conniehas at least ten different colors of
nail polish in her room.Chopra said they
came close to "making a nail polish commercial insteadof amovie."

Smooth Talkis at.times funny, delicate
and terrifying as it portraysa teen-agegirl
and her friends, her family and her first
sexual encounter.
The film dares to be ordinary. Youdon't
jee peopleliving ina poshNew York apartment; instead, they live ina regular house
they've never gotten around to painting.
The father's occupation is nevermentioned
so you know he's not a great artist, businessman or vicecop. They're notpoor, just
—
ordinary people wholive in the country
they haveanorchard anda dirt driveway on
their land.
At first this doesn't impress you. After a
while, though, the film grows on you. If
you're a woman you probably remember
when you wore makeup at school when
you're mother wouldn't let you if she
knew about it.
You remember you told tiny lies, wore
emotional masks andput onphysical disguises. You can always recall the times
you've been involved in those webs of deception. And you know, as Joyce Chopra,
director of Smooth Talk, said, "It's all so

And James Taylor's songs played on several radios also gives Connie something to
hideher feelings behind. At first you may
think the actingis notoutstanding.Butperformances whichdeal withnuancesoffeeling,or mixtures of them, are far harder to
do than those which clearly indicate ahero
or a villian. So the acting is verygood. The
camera work is superb.

The film is delicate in its tale-telling
manner. Family fights do not resemble
those in The Godfather. There is humor,
there is credibility. Ordinary problems between mother and daughter anger the
daughter. Connie feels an urge to travel
away,out of this perceived trap.

—

She finds the guy (Treat Williams) who
superbly masters and pursues young girls
who are amixture of anger,curiosity and
fear. He doesn't force himself on thembut
preys on their feelings so they willingly
This scene is left to your vividand terrified imagination. But you know what happens.
Terror is not the predominant theme.
Chopra said the filmisdone out of a sense
of "affection."
It shows.

.

silly."
If you'remale, you may watch. Yousee
three 15-year-old girls leave home dressed
ineverydayclothes. Theygo to a shopping
mall, change into sexy clothes and wear
jewelry and makeup their mothers would
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'Visions of the Future'
searching for answers
by LanceR.Tormey

"Everybody needs some imageofthe funow the
ture to pull them toward it
question is whatdoes the future hold for us
and where are we going?" said Dave Mc-

...

Closkey, associate professor of sociology.
McCloskey isoffering theclass "Visionsof
the Future," a study of films from 1926 to
1984 aimed at giving students achance to
reflect upon the images of the future presented through film.
"Visions of theFuture" is one in a series
of popular culture classes offered each
spring quarter to S.U. students. "The sequencegoes way back," said McCloskey.
"I'vedone music and film, cultural revolution of the 60s and 70s, the American
dream, the rise of therapeutics, '1984' in
1984. LastyearIdid'Springsteen' and now
lamlooking at film."
McCloskey said there are several reasons for teaching the Visions class. He
gives the technological revolutions in the
video industry alot ofcredit for being able
to conduct such a course. "The VCR revolution has made it possible to both preview
and show all the important films," said
McCloskey. "And the technology in general hasmade the course possible."
The other reason for conducting the
class, McCloskey explained, "is the concern about where society is going, the
mainlines, the trends." McCloskey gives
the film industry credit for producing
"great films that focus on where society is

.

going and project Utopias (the dream) or
the negative Utopias (the nightmare)."
The first film to be viewed in the class is
called "Metropolis," made in 1926. The
film portrays the world in the year 2026
and projectsimages that will help students
understand early visions of the future.
"Metropolis" was originally a silent film
and was recently modernized by adding a
musical sound track. Since the making of
"Metropolis" many changes have taken
place. "A lot has happened since 1926,
many people say that the film was a foretaste of Hitler
that you could feel the
emergence of Hitler coming," said McCloskey.
Through viewing the film McCloskey
wants to pose some challenging questions
to students about the accuracy of its images. McCloskey explained, "How accurateis the visionof the future portrayed in
the film? Are wemoving toward the vision
of the future that 'Metropolis' portrayed?"
Theclass willend with themovie "Blade
Runner" which portrays Los Angeles in
the year 1984. "The echoes between 'Metropolis' and'BladeRunner' are amazing,"
said McCloskey. "To see 'Metropolis' and
'BladeRunner' inthe same night is a great
experience."
McCloskey said the course is anexploration ofthe questionsof whether ornot, and
to what extent, the Utopian or negative images portrayed through films are coming

...

true.

Dr. Dave McCloskey, associate professor of sociology, prepares for
his spring quarter sociology class.
McCloskey added that these films arereplaying the basic tensions of our everyday
lives. War, poverty, the choices ahead and
the consequences of making these decisions are all major images in the films.
"Many of the films are 'cautionary tales,'
beware, be careful
warnings
you cannot control the world," said Mc-

...

Closkey.

...

To add to the visual effects of themovies
there willbe a ten-foot video screen set up
in the library auditorium.
"The students and the class as a group
will be sensitized to the challenges that
face us and the consequencesof going one
way or another," McCloskeyadded.
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Dancing up a storm on Broadway
by Anne Cline
Have you ever been strolling down
Broadway and suddenly had an urge to
start dancingon thebrassinlaid footsteps?
Recently, Imade my way down Broadway
and found myself attempting to do just

that.

As Itried to follow the patterns of the
dance steps Istarted to wonder why they
were there. It was time to do a little detective work.
The footsteps Iam speaking of arealong
Broadway Aye., between Roy and Denny.
Altogether, there are eight different easy-

to-follow ballroom dance patterns.
Ichecked into the project by calling the
City of Seattle's Department of Engineering. According to a representative of the
Citizen Participation Department, the
brass steps were put on Broadway as part
of a Local Improvement District project,
what the city calls a LIDproject. The city
helpsin the coordinating ofLID projects in
order to help beautify communities.
However, most of the credit for the sidewalk dance steps should go to the Broadway merchants, since they joined together
and approached city planners with the
idea.

According to Andy King of the Citizen
Participation Department, the city liked
the districtimprovement idea and agreed to
do the planning as long as the merchants
paid for theactual work.
The steps were engraved into the sidewalks; everyone was excited about thenew
look. As time wore on, people began
— atto
forget about the brass dance steps
least until the creation of "On Broadway
Tours."
In 1983, "On BroadwayTours" wascreated to take you dancing down the avenue,
and at the same time teach some famous
ballroom dance steps. The tour, created by
Peter Ukelson, travels to each of the eight
spots where the steps are located.
Can you imagine yourself dancing like
Fred Astaire to such dances as the Lindy,
Waltz, Tango or Obeebo? If you can,
Ukelson's ballroom dancing adventure is
the tour for you.
The tours are mainly conducted during
the spring, but they can be arranged at
other times of the year. It lasts for about
one-and-one half hours, at the cost of $4
perperson. The tours are geared towards
prearrangedgroups of 20-30 people.
For more information on the tours, call
328-1221.

Allison Westfall and Tim Huber dance it up on Broadway.

Thesebrownies areextra rich andought

to fulfill any cravings caused by too much
studying and notenough relaxing.

Film explores Japanese
plight during WWII

CHOCOLATE CARMEL BROWNIES
■

1package carmels
1can evaporatedmilk
1package chocolate flavoredcake mix
3/4 cup butter
6ounces choclate chips

by Eric Gould

Business" and "Nisei Sol"Unfinished
"

Heat oven to 350. Inasaucepanplace the

dier areboth playingat theGrandIllusion
Theater.
During World War 11, Executive Order
9066 was alaw passed to intern JapaneseAmericans into "relocation centers" along
the West Coast. It was not explained why,
except thatAmericans of Japanese descent
were "not to be trusted." The internment
of Japanese-Americans came as aresponse
to the bombing ofPearlHarbor.
Both films, "Unfinished Business" and
"Nisei Soldier," touch on this dark subject
of America's past.

rirmel squares and 1/3 cup evaporated
milk. Usinglow heat melt the carmels into
the evaporated milk, stirring occasionally.
When ready the carmel mixture will be
thin.
Meanwhile,melt thebutter. Add the but-

by LaurindaClark

For the first Sunday of Lent Andy Thon,
S.J., gave a homily during the Campion
mass talking about how we need to give
things upfor Lent,buthe also said weneed
to rewardourselves forour sacrifices.
At this time of year when the weather is
still cold and finals are rapidly approachexperience the winter
ing, a lot of us
For
some
ofus
while Lent is a time
blahs.
of looking forward to the joy of Easter, it
can also be hard tostick toour Lentenresolutions. A good way to treat yourself or
some friends is by some good EASY cooking. Takinga little time todo something not
related to school can really help to ease
some tension. Cooking can also produce
something extra lucious for those needed
study breaks.

ter anda 1/2 cup ofevaporatedmilk to the

cake mix. Stir together until the batter is
thick and smooth. Let the batter sit for
about five minutes. In a 9 xl3x2 baking
panspread1/3 of the batter, making sure to
get inthe corners. Bake for 6minutes. Remove from the oven.

fit

WEST
St.Georges University School of Medicine, with more than975 graduates licensed in33 states,
offers a rigorous, nine-semester program leading to the degree of Doctor of Medicine.
In January 1985. The Journal of the American Medical Association published a report
whichranked St. George's number one of all major foreign medical schools in the initial pass
rate on the ECFMG Exam.
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 St Georges students
with advanced standing
St. Georges has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in New
Jersey subiect to regulations of the State Board of Examiners.
A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limitednumber of qualified

.

applicants

"Nisei Soldier" focuses onthe JapaneseAmericans who fought the war in Europe
in the 442nd Japanese American Regimental Combat Team. These men faced innerconflict fighting a war for a nation that has
interned their families and friends.
Despite this conflict, members of the
442nd Japanese-American Regimental
were dedicated American soldiers on the
European Front. They fought some successful battles, earned many military
awards for their wartime effort and were
praised by President Harry S. Trumanafter the war.

Sprinkle thechocolate chips over the top
of the bakedbatter. Pour the carmel mixture overthe chocolate chips. There should
be enoughcarmelmixture tocover thebottom layer of batter. Drop the remaining
batter by spoonfulls onto the carmel layer.
Carefully spread the drops of dough until
they touchand make a continuous layer. It
may be difficult to spread around because
the carmelmixture is thin. Bake 15 to 18
minutes more.Do notover bake. Cooland
cut into squares.

ST.GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
OF MEDICINE
91 SCHOOLGRENADA.
INDIES

For information, please contact the Office of Admissions:
George's University School of Medicine
St.
'
,The
Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street, Bay Shore. N.Y. 11706, Dept. C-1
(516) 665-8500

LANCE R.TOfIMEY/THE SPECTATOR

"Unfinished Business," unlike "Nisei
Soldier," is amorepersonal account of the
Japanese-American internment in the
19405. The film draws from the lives of
three men who, at separatetimes,resisted
internment. "Unfinished Business" is
about these men's case battles against the
United States government for internment
40 years later.
Like "Nisei Soldier," this film interweaves newsreel footage with interviews
of the people who recall the internment
period.In"Unfinished Business," the film
provides intimate background of the men
who resisted internment, their lives, and
their cases againsttheU.S. government today. The film focuses on Gordon Hirabayashi, a Quaker from Seattle; Fred KoreOi. "<u, a welder from Oakland; and Mm
Yasui, an attorney from Hood River, Ore.
All three men were convicted for resisting
internment.
Trap is a game in which shotgun shooters attempt to break four inch clay targets
hurled away from shooters. A game consistsof 25 shots.
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Debbie's Cafe

1319E.Jefferson
Monday-Friday, 6a.m.-sp.m.
Saturday, 7a.m.-2 p.m.
Breakfast andlunch serveddaily.
Allprices very reasonable
325-6794
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Back to the past:

S.U/s Contribution to World's Fair

An S.U. alumna remembers the way things used to
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by Shelly Griffin
Twenty-five yearsago it was theheartof
the Kennedy era, American involvement in
the Vietnam war was beginning, the Cold
War with Russia was firmly entrenched,
the Seattle World's Fair was under construction, hamburgers were 19 cents, students were doing The Twist toChubby
Checkers, tuition was $165 for 15 credits
and enrollment was 2810 atSeattle University.
Muchhas changed around the worldand
S.U. is no exception. The most visible
changes on campus arenew buildings and
facilities. In the early 1960s the most
needed facilities were a bigger library,
bookstore and gymnasium, said Joanne
Audett Griffin,a 1964 S.U. graduate.
The library used to be the north end of
the third floor ofthe Liberal Arts building,
what is now a lecture room. The book
stacks weren't directly accessible to the
students, instead librarians had to get the
books from a back room.
Long tabies with hard, uncomfortable,
chairs crowded the room,Griffin said. Pe-j
riodicals and reference materials were the
only booksin the outside room, "and they
were pretty skimpy."
The bookstore used to be a "dinky,
dinky, dinky" room in the basement of
what is now the Garrand building. It was
"barelylargeenough tohold enoughbooks
for everybody," Griffin recalled. Old,classical music was pumped in, "probably to
get the students out quickly."
The room was monitored by "a very intellectual looking student, always perched
on a Bob Crachet stool, who only looked
up to collect yourmoney," Griffin remembered. The present bookstoreused to be a

tain basketball team was anNCAA threat.
"They were hot," Griffin said.
The teamplayedtheir home games in the
Seattle Civic Ice Arena until 1965 when
theyplayedin the then new Seattle Center
Coliseum. The Ice Arena, and later the
Coliseum, used to be packed every game.
"The games were great," Griffin said.
The team even had cheerleaders with
scarlet or maroon and white uniforms. In
1964 there were also four men on the
cheerleading staff. They wore big,maroon
v-neck sweaters with seven inch white
S.U.letters on the front. Bonyknees filled
out the look.
Practical jokes were common events. In
December 1963, at the Far West Classic
basketball tournament in Portland, Ore.,
several disguised S.U students "kidnapped" a life-size photographic "statue"
of Oregon State's mainstay player, Mcl
Counts. The prime suspects, Chief
Mugwamp and Big John, held "Wooden
Mcl" hostage until the homecoming game

high school student to a capable, motivated,independant thinker."
One professor who stuck out in Griffin's
experience was ThomasE. Downey,ahistory teacher specializing in Central and
South Americanhistory. "He was put ona
very enormous pedestal because he was a
brilliant professor of history," Griffin recalled. "But he was very accessible and
easy to talk to
He gave me anabiding
fascination withCentral andSouth American history." His classes were always full.
James McGuigan, S.J., professor of a
philosophy of Godcourse, had an original
way of motivating the class. "The first day
of class he told us that unless someone
could give the perfect argument for God
before the quarter was over everyone would
flunk," Griffin said. "I don't know if any
class ever flunked. It was just greatmotivation."
Another professor who everyone wanted
to take a class from was Louis Sauvain,
S.J., Griffin said. He taught a marriage

....

It was good for a sock hop Fridaynights'
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Lyons and Buhr Hall housed fine arts
and other classes. The buildings were old
World WarIIsurplusbarracks moved from
Paine airfield inEverett andnamed for two
Seattle College(nowS.U.) graduates killed
in WorldWar 11.
Lyons Hall was two long, narrowbuildings making an "L" connected by narrow
hallwaysgoing through the stone building
with a tall chimney which remains in the
fieldby Buhr Hall. Besides fine artclasses
Lyonshoused faculty offices.
Instead of three residence halls there
used to be seven buildings scattered from
Xavier Hall (then a men's dorm)to Marycrest Hall (a women's dorm)on Cherry and
Summit, across Broadway from where
Campion is now. There were three women's dorms and four men's dorms.
Connolly Center's predecessorwasaone
story gymnasium with only one basketball
court, 10-step bleachers on either side of
the court, two small lockerrooms and a
narrow "choir loft" balcony behind the
south basket. "It was good for a sock hop
Friday nights," Griffin said. The old gym
was where the faculty parking lot is now.
The old foundation wallcan be seen at the
far end near Xavier.
Despite the primitive facilities the Chief-

Joanne Audett Griffin, S.U. Class of '64
against the Oregon State Beavers on Jan.
3 1 The Spectator reported that smoke signals wereused to communicate theransom
message,askingonly for "achance at your

.

scalp."

Besides enthusiasm generated from a
winning basketball team, there was a
strongreligious feeling on campus. Catholic students took atleast eight Catholic theology courses and two-day retreats were
required. All students were required to
take 26 credits ofJesuit taughtphilosophy.
"The Jesuits werehighly visibleand accessible," Griffin said. "Seven daily masses
wereavailable at several locations oncampus on weekdays, including the popular
noonmass by Fr. Nigro in the Chieftain
lounge, attracting about SO students."
AnannualMass of the Holy Spirit inOctober asked for God's blessing on the
school year. It was held at St. James Cathedral. In May the Living Rosary mass was
held on the lawn behind the Liberal Arts
building by the Peronteau Shrine. Members of many campus service, leadership
andROTC groups were active in the ceremony "to spur devotion to our lady," reporteda May 1961 Spectator.
At this time the Second Vatican Council
with Pope John XXIII was takingplace in
Rome. Itchanged the views of the Catholic
church and emphasized universality and
the missionof reaching out. In June 1963,
Pope John XXIIIdied.
Religious education was not the onlyemphasized class. There were about 54 Jesuits and 200 lay teachers, "all dedicated and
highly skilled," Griffin said. "The feeling
wasifyou appliedyourselfyou could transform yourself from a force fed, rote-taught
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guidance class, one for girls andone for
boys. "He taught with such enthusiasm,"
Griffin remembered. "He really understood the little things which made a marriage work though he never got to practice
them."
Amemorable English professor forGriffin was Robert Carmody, S.J. He taught
Chaucer, with Beowulf asone work. "It

was like studyingEnglish as a foreignlanit was OldEnglish," Griffin said.
"Fr. Carmody was areal mind stretcher."
A professor who was rememberedas a
"sweet old Irish man" was James
McGoldrick, S.J. He wasa professor ofeducational psychologybut more thanthat he
"was a nice man," Griffin remembers.

guage

—

The McGoldrick Center near Bellarmine
was named after him.
As students at S.U. "we were expected
to question, reason and dig for the truth,"
Griffin explained.
Another way to get to the truth was to
join the Peace Corp, initiated in the Kennedy era. "Many people were talking
about joining the Peace Corp," Griffin
said. "It was a very important project in
the 605." Downey was the S.U. representative of the Corp, promoting it heavily and
advising students interestedin joining.
There were also about 50 campus clubs
and organizations, many of whom sponsored a variety ofsocial activities. Dances
and sock hops with all different themes
were heldinthe Chieftain andgymnasium.
There wereabout three tolosper year plus
three to five formal dances. Themes
ranged from the MilitaryBall, Homecoming and Inaugural Ball for the ASSU to the
Sitzmark Stomp sponsored by the Ski
Club, the Look Alike dance by the sophomore and freshman classes and the Cotton
Tolo with "The Last Straw"
soda fountain as a backdropfor pictures.
Talent shows, variety shows, song fests
and Los Vegas nights were presented
throughout the year. At one variety show
the basketball team performed a "Swan
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c way things used to be
high school student to a capable, motivated, independant thinker."
One professor whostuck out inGriffin's
experiencewas Thomas E.Downey,ahistory teacher specializing in Central and
South Americanhistory. "He was put ona
enormous pedestal because he was a
lliant professor of history," Griffin recalled. "But he was very accessible and
He gave me anabiding
easy to talk to
fascination withCentralandSouth American history." His classes were always full.
James McGuigan, S.J., professor of a
philosophy ofGod course, had an original
way of motivating the class. "Thefirst day
f class he told us that unless someone
ould give the perfect argument for God
before the quarterwas over everyone would
unk," Griffin said. "I don't know if any
ass everflunked. It was just greatmotivaon."
Another professor who everyone wanted
o take a class from was Louis Sauvain,
.J., Griffin said. He taught a marriage

....

'

Lake-type" ballet in full pink tutus while
wearing their tennis shoes and fallen

socks. "It was the cultural highlight of the
year," Griffin joked. "They were good
sports
People were rolling in the
aisles."
Mixers were held almost every Friday,
usually in theChieftain withentertainment
by live bands or canned music. "If there
wasn't a mixer it was—because there was a
biggercampus event Reno night,Homecoming, chorals, "Gems-of-Light-Opera"
or musical or dramatic theatrical productions," Griffin said. "It always seemed
there was something going on."
Besides mixers clubs sponsored unusual
events. "Freshmen were welcomed with
maroon and white S.U. beenies and the
KangarooKourt for imaginary but humorous offenses against upperclassmen,"
Griffin recalled. ASSU sponsored these
plus a freshmencruise to Hoods Canal.
The Alpha Phi Omega club sponsored
the annual Ugly ManContest whichlasted
-a week. Other clubs entered photographs
t oftheir candidates withtheir faces made up
with plastic noses, face putty scars, wild
hair,etc. Students voted by puttingcoins in
hugecarboy jars withthe proceedsgoing to
a charity, theBrisco Home for Boys.
"One year a club had anunmade up student. He almost unanimously won the
prize," Griffin said. "It was just thehumor
of it that wonhim the prize."
When spring fever set in during
— 1961
there wasanational college fad bedrolling. Clubs would find old beds on wheels
and put some club members on the bed
while others pushed. Onesunny day,Griffin recalled, several clubs at S.U. rolled
their beds to the lowermall, then a regular

....

k hop Fridaynights'
S.U. Class of 64
uidance class, one for girls and one for
>oys. "He taught with such enthusiasm,"
Griffin remembered. "He really undertood the little things which made a mariage work though he nevergot to practice
lem."
A memorable Englishprofessor for Griffin was Robert Carmody, S.J. He taught
Chaucer, with BeowM// as one work. "It

was like studyingEnglish as a foreignlanuage it wasOld English," Griffin said.
Fr. Carmody was areal mindstretcher."
A professor who was remembered as a
sweet old Irish man" was James
McGoldrick, S.J. He wasa professor ofedcational psychology but more than thathe
was a nice man," Griffin remembers.
The McGoldrick Center near Bellarmine
was named after him.
As students at S.U. "we were expected
o question, reason and dig for the truth,"

—

Griffin explained.
Another way to get to the truth was to
oin the Peace Corp, initiated in the Kennedy era. "Many people were talking
about joining the Peace Corp," Griffin
said. "It was a very important project in
the 605." Downey was the S.U. representative of the Corp, promoting it heavily and
advising students interestedinjoining.
There were also about 50 campus clubs
nd organizations, many of whom sponored a variety ofsocial activities. Dances
and sock hops with all different themes
wereheld in the Chieftain andgymnasium,
here were about three tolos per yearplus
iree to five formal dances. Themes
anged from the Military Ball,Homecomng and Inaugural Ball for the ASSU to the
itzmark Stomp sponsored by the Ski
Club, the Look Alike dance by the sophomore and freshman classes and theCotton
Tolo with "The Last Straw"
soda fountain as abackdropfor pictures.
Talent shows, variety shows, song fests
and Los Vegas nights were presented
throughout the year. At one variety show
the basketball team performed a "Swan

but lightly traveled street. Attired in
shorts, t shirts and tennis shoes they raced

their beds down the street, yelling and
cheering and carrying on. "Idon't knowif
there was a trophy. It wasjust for the funof
saying, 'We beat'," Griffin said.
Another spring one club wanted to earn
money so they got an old, beat up car,
parked it infront of the Chieftain and
charged SO cents per whack with a sledge
hammer. "The students got out their pent
up spring frustrations," Griffin said, "and
theclub got their money
but the car
gotthe worst of it."
Griffin said there was a running joke in
her crowd of friends about a funeral home
formerly located between Xavier Hall and
the Chieftain. There was a large chimney
in the middle of the building. "We didn't
know what the chimney was for but we irreverentlypresumed it was for a crematorium," Griffin said. "Occasionally we
would see smoke erupting from the chimney. Ifitwas whiteand ascending we joked
it was another good soul going to heaven.
But ifit wasdark and felltowards the street
we would say, 'Tisk, tisk. Guess wherehe's
going.'" Such lunch conversation.
TheChieftain used to bethe only eatery
oncampus, therefore it was a major gathering spot. "If you wanted to find someone
between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. you looked
there," Griffin said. "It was a good place

...

Joanne Audett and her future husbandMichael J. Griffin pose in the
rickshaw at a 1963 S.U. dance called "Yukai na Uchi," or "House of
Happiness."

—

fordorm people and town people to get together it was neutral territory."
met my future husband,"
"That'swhereI

Griffin said. "Unfortunately the exact spot
where we were first introduced isnow covered by a garbage can. Have they no respect?"
Since the Chieftain was the major gathering place it was the natural place for
Hayden Vachon, S.J., to collect coins for
his dream ofanew group offine art buildings.
In March 1956, he and his assistant
founda penny by Buhr Hall anddecided to
start a fund by collecting coins, an old
Spectatorreported. A.A. Lemieux, S.J.,
president of S.U. Ihen,approved, providing there wasno solicitation of alumni or a
city widecollection.
The collection began March 6, 1956,
with $100,000 as its goal. It averaged over
$2,400a year,mostly coins collected in the
Chieftain. By January 1961, Vachon had
collected $10,320 inhis "Eke box," at one
time abox with an angel whichbobbed its
head when money was put in. "Many people would put moneyin just tosee the angel
bob its head as Father said, 'Thank you,
thank you' in time to the head bobbing,"
Griffin said.
By March 1963, the total was $17,500.

Obligatory Student Retreats Start Oct. 6

Alt Catholic students jre requiredto make one retreat during the academic year, according10 Father Gorden E. Toner,

Retreats will include one scheduled to begin retreats
floor at a time. The first re- about November I The schedtreat "ill be lor second flour
ule of closed retreats will be
Xavier and third floor Mary- released soon.
crest this Saturday,October «.
S.J.. student chaplain.
Any Catholic student whofa'U
in [heir respective chapels
to make a retreat will be susTHE ARRANGEMENTfor reBellarmme retreats wilt be pended, the chaplain Mid.
wjl
completion
)i
upon
Changes
treats
be different from scheduled
or substitutions will be
that of previous years. All resi- Qellarmme Chapel.
made only upon receiving perdentwill Iliyc reueajs
mission from Fr Toner.
according to [he hall itaey live
NON-RESIDENTstudents are

H*~

££

u

in.
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When Vachon died in 19 he had collected
about $50,000, said Richard Sherburne,
S.J., present associate professor of theology and religious studies.
Griffin said she's sure she isnot alone in
wondering ifallofVachon's work has gone
for nothing. "I'd like to see something
come ofhis dream," Griffin said. "He was
a dearly loved little manand every student
eagerly supported his dream."
In1963Lemieux isquoted inthe Spectatorassaying,"It's amazing what Father Vachonhas done justinthe Chieftain. Noone
else wouldhave done it. He has great perseverance.Theart fund is atribute to him."
"We have some seed money somewhere," Griffin said. "Can't wehave aFather Vachon Memorial Art Building and
finish that tribute to him."
Twenty-five years ago S.U. may have
been a smaller campus with some antiquated facilities, but there was strong student involvement in campus government,
service projects, religious activities, academics, support of sports teams and club
sponsorship of a wide range of social
events, Griffin said.
"Four years on the S.U. campus in the
early60s was a well-rounded growthexperience," Griffin said. "Ilook back uponit
fondly."

Pep Parade, Rally Tomorrow

Sia^SarJSSa
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fast forward

"Clothes make the man, naked people
have little or no influence in our society."

—Mark Twain

Sanjay islooking finely tailored in his suit custom
made by Sippy's Custom Tailors, Inc. A lOO% wool jacket
over pleat front trousers and a double breasted vest.

Custom suits make a
move on the market

Clarke isready for the professional world in a 100%
woolthree piece pinstriped suit tailored for him by
Sippy's Custom Tailors, Inc.

Style is undefinable,each person has todefine his or her ownstyle of dress. Ifthe inby Vicki Simmons
Stepping into the professional world re- dividual is comfortable with it, they are
quires professional style, what you and I making a good impression to those they
meet. Here in our own city of Seattle, the
know as a suit is only the beginning.
Purchasing a suit can be more compli- same type of service can be found. Loon Union between 4th and sth Avecated than it first sets out to be. After the cated
nues,
J. Paul Shirt, a new approach to the
initial purchase is made, the search is on to
tailoring business can be found.
custom
complete the outfit and make it unique to Owner,
J. Paul Hathawayhas turned a
you. The process, as it stands, seems so
one
space
of
hundred and sixty square feet
simple, "three easysteps", but as you will
a
full of personal style
into
haberdasshrie
findit is not that easy. Most of us will find
feels that generically,
John
uniqueness.
and
that the jacket is perfect but the skirt or
created equal. That is
people
all
are
not
pants don'tquite fit right. All the shirts and
with J. Paul Shirt, the cusblousesbegin tolook the same and you find why shopping
is
an advantage. "The customer
tomer
at
uniqueness and personal style flying out
can get what he wants without sacrificing
the window.
elses
Although many are not aware of the an- anything or conforming to anyone
Shirt, the
swer to the problem, there is one. Hidden standards" saysJohn. At J. Paul
individual choice is high.
behind the big department and specialty stock is lowbut
of fabrics are offered to the
Three
lines
stores are the smaller but successful cuscustomer, twobased out of New Jersey and
tom tailor.
HongKong. There areovernine
Andy Sippy, owner of Sippy's Custom one out of
from, each
Tailors, Inc., home baseis in Hong Kong. hundred swatches to choose
In
to
pricedindividually.
addition extensive
Ten days before Mr. Sippy arrives ina city,
style
choices areendless.
fabric
choices
the
circulars are distributed to regular clients
with the finishThe
store
itself
is
filled
in the area.Thebusiness is set up inahotel
Neckwear, wallets, mufflers,
touches.
ing
appointments
room wherecustomers make
umbrellas, tie tacks and pocket squares.
for measurements, fabric and style
This enablesthe customerto complete their
choices. The order is sent to the home oflook and be unique without losing personafice where it is cut and manufactured and
individualityin dress.

lality and
then returned to the customers home
J. Paul Hathaway had his heart into the
within ten weeks.
business
before he everarrived into it. He
Mr. Sippy visits approximately twenty
his first article in fashionin 1979
published
cities in the United States from New York
Necktie which was bought up
The
entitled
to Seattle. He began working for
and Fashion West. He then
by
Brittannia
a small custom suit company in 1960 and
writing his own column for
into
moved
representedthem at the 1962 World Trade
Northwest Apparel News. It was from his
Fair held in Seattle, Washington. In 1964 involvement
in these aspects and through
he went to Tajmahals, another suit com-

pany, where he workeduntil 1975 whenhe
opened his own business now known as
Sippy's Custom Tailors, Inc.

others that John found the ambition toopen
his own haberdasshrie. J. Paul Shirt was
openedNovember 11 , 1985

.

Showing the variety that his haberdasshrie offers, J. Paul Hathaway, proprietor of J. Paul Shirt is wearinga suitmade by one of
the custom suit lines in his shop.
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e ASSt/ Senate wants to represent Seattle University students
IT^
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to c est our ability. Each week aech senator works two hours
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ASSUOfficeon the second floor oftheStudent UnionBuilding. Here are the days and hours which each senator has estab-

I

tlished to serve you.
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FT FrTTHNSi
ASSU
Today Feb. 27
Bellermine Lobby - 11 am- -7pm
Bookstore 10 am- -3pm
Chieftain 10 am- -3pm
Campion Lobby -spm -Bpm
Xavier Lobby -spm -Bpm
Library 2ndFloor 5pm - -Bpm

-

-

Bob Brown - Mon. 10 - llam, Wed. 12 lpm
/ane Huter Tues.& Wed. 11 12pm
PamMiller Thurs. &Fri.ll- 12pm
David Ellinger Thurs. &Fri. 1- 2pm
David Urbina - Mon. & Wed. 10 llam
Allison Westfall - Mon. -Fri.9- 10am
3 4pm
Byme Mon &
\
We^
7bm Emanua
&Fri.lO- llam
Laura Marinoni Wed & Thurs. 12 lpm
you have aproblem or a question drop in anytime for assistonce, information or just a friendly smile. Ifyou can't come by
&ye us a caU at 626-6815. Once again weare here to serve you. So
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Library Audit.
your concerns to Fr. Sullivan and the S. UTrustees
about increases, financial aid, SAGA, maintainance, security, investmentin South Africa, sportsprograms, stuIdent life etc
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helpyou!!

Final Candidates:
President Abby Ghermay
Mike Mullen
Ist VP- BobBrown
Loraine Singleton
2nd V.P Trisha Brown
Shawn Carleton

-

IAn Offering
ofLetters.
ac^eve worldwide child immunization by writing to your

I
IHe^P
elected representatives. Each year 3.5 million children die from

7
Treasurer Joe Lawless
Schwab
John
Senate Tina O'Brien

Deatra Scott
RaeleneSam
Please vote andhelp shape thefuture ofyour student reprcsrntation.

Idiseases preventedby low-cost immunization.
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Malcolm Miller Lecture on Chartres Cathederal
r, 7
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Tbday, Feh
Pigott
Audit.
27130pm
rrv-j
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7:oopm
Tabard Movies, 7?
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Tues., March 4 "TradingPlaces"

Wed, March 5 - "Caddyshack"
"Women and Naming", March 5 1.30 2:3opm A brownbag discussion featuring Pat Sullivan (Speech) and Trish Weenolsen
(Psychology).
Women's Resource Room, Upper Chieftain, Room 209.
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To pin the supportof the immunization effort, contact S.U. Campus
Ministry in theMcGoldnck Center

(626-5900). Informayion and letter
supplies are available
the letters
'
Supported
by
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a Bread for the World.
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Acquaintance rape

A growing campus concern
by

Anable

Jodi
...It was thebeginning
ofspring break
went to
college.

She
in her junior year of
dinner with an old friend and returned to
his dorm where she pined in a game of
bridge. There she met an attractive man
who offered to see her home safely. She
agreed. They stopped on the walk to her
residence and began kissing. But when he
made further advances she said no. He
grew silent, pinned her down, ripped off
herpants andrapid her. (occurredat an
easterncollege)
A 19 year-oldstudent wason a date
with her boyfriend. They both drank beer
and after going back to the boyfriend's
room, smoked twopints. The couple then
had sex. The womanlater fell asleep, but

...

awoke tofindamanshedidnotknow on top
ofher trying toforce her to havesex. A witness said theman was in the hall with two
other men when the woman's boyfriend
came out ofhis room and invited them to
havesex withhis girlfriend. The witnessdeclined but the other men pined the boyfriend, and later, two more men, in raping
the wwmon(occurredata smallmidwestern
college)
Sheinvitedhimintoherdorm room.
He was afriend who lived inanother dorm
on campus. Onceinside her room his behavior graduallybegan to change; soonhe
began toforcefully undress her. Shekicked
and struck him while he pulled down her
pants. She continued to struggle until she

...

was able to escape the assaultbeforepenetration took place, (occurred at Seattle
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Putnam of the Counseling Center, part of

the reason few acquaintance rapes are reported may be due to the fact that many
women are unwilling to identify whathas
happenedbetween themandsomeone they
knew and trusted as a friend.
"The word rape is not something a personin that situation will necessarily apply
to themselves. It's something they don't
wantseenas part of their life experience,"
saidPutnam. "If they are asked 'Have you
had sex outside your will?' they'll answer
affirmatively. But (often) they will not if
asked about rape."
Savarese said that a few students who

have been the victim of date rape have
come to the Counseling Center to seek
help, but that generally, "What has happened is that a woman comes because a
friend or relative has had that experience,
and in uncovering things from the past, realizes that she has beenrapedby a date or

acquaintance."
Savarese added that it is important that

(continuedon page15)
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GRAND PRIZE:

mSeattle

Sharpeadded,however, "Ialways live in
fear that theincident (rateof acquaintance
rape and all rapes) will increase." Sharpe
said that the Housing Office therefore attempts to make every effort to provide for
the safety ofdorm residents, including encouraging students to use free campus escorts, sponsoring rapepreventionspeakers
and having security guards prominantly
stationedineach dorm.
According to Joan Savarese and Julia

Haug7Vlasters.

[~Z

of life in contemporary America.
The President, Trustees and Faculty of Seattle University
invite you to attend the convocation and the reception
which follows.

haven't been any rapes in the residence
halls."

G

willbe honored at a specialconvocation
Sunday, March 2,1986,3 p.m.
Pigott Auditorium, Seattle University
SeattleUniversity willconfer upon Cardinal Bernardinthe
degree Doctor of Humanities, honoris causa. Cardinal
Bernardin will respond with a major address on theethics

Judy Sharpe, S.U. housing director,
stated, 'Tothebestof my knowledge there

University)
Of the 85,000rapes reportedannually in
the United States, Federal Bureau ofIntelligence figures state that 60 percent are
rapes that occurbetween acquaintances. A
study commissioned by the U.S. department of justiceindicates that theactual incident rateisthree tofive times higher than
reported.
Recent research on the subject of acquaintance rape on college campuses reveals that IS percent of the women surveyed had been raped and that 84 percent
of the women knew their attackers. The
findings of thisstudy, which were obtained
from 6,104 students at 33 colleges and was
conducted by psychology professor Mary
R Koss of Kent State, concludes that 103
rapes occur among every 1000 college
women. It was also found that only 5 percent of the rape victims, andalmost none
of the acquaintance rape victims, reported
the rapes to the police.
According to some S.U. authorities, the
number of sexual assaults occuring between acquaintances at S.U. is extremely
low. Others claimthat acquaintancerape is
a problem, but that it generallygoes unreported.
S.U.Crime Prevention Specialist Brion
Schuman
— said, "I'm sure the problem is
here we're no different than any other
university."
Schuman stated thathe would like to see
more male students become educated regarding what constitutes a rape. He believes that educating women about the
problem is important, "but that's not
wherethe problem comes from."
Schuman added that males need to understand that, "there is no differentiation
inthelawbetween arape thatoccurs on the

pHK^
His Eminence
Joseph Cardinal Bernardin,
Archbishop of Chicago

street andonethat occurs inadorm room."
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(continued from page 14)

and Ireally don't think my girlfriend
knows what happened was rape. She wants
tobe subordinate."

womencome to terms with whatshecalls a
"Grey area, that is, wheredoes abuse start
beingnice andaccomadatandwhere was I
ing and allowing this tohappen?"

Barry Burkhart, a psychologist at Auburn University, has conducted extensive
research on date rape at Auburn among 18
to 20-year-oldmales and females. His findings showed that 80 percent of the women
surveyedhadbeen victims of rape or inde-

Unfortunately, the expectation that
women be "nice and accomodating" with
males dies hard, according to one male
S.U. student.

The twenty-one year old junior admits
thathe wasinvolvedinadate rapesituation
with a woman he had a relationship with
for a long time. The student, who asked to

cent liberties; 20 percent of themales had
had forced intercourse with either a stranger or an acquaintance; and54 percent of

—

15 percent of the women surveyed
84 percent of
had been raped
the women knew their attackers.
remain anonymous, said, "One day 1 the men surveyed said ... they would
commit rape... provided they would not
wanted to have sex and she didn't. It came

to the point where she keptsaying 'no' butI
literally rippedoff herunderwear." During
the assault,he said, "She just laythere saying nothing."
Twoyears after the incident theman said
he continues to be frightenedbyit. Only recently, due tomedia reports, hehaslearned
that whathe didisconsidered rape.
"Now it scares me," he said. "It scares
me because she could take me to court if
she wanted to, and it scares me because I
look at it in the light of our society's traditional values andhow we'reraised."
"My attitude was I'm the man and Ican
do anything," he continued. "Throughout
our relationship we were reallytraditional

beprosecuted.
Ina telephone interview with Burkhart,
he stated, "Peoplehave a vested interest in
sexism. There is a tangled web of myths
and social malevolence inour society."
Burkhart concluded inhis research that
the waysmen and womenrelate inoursocity must change if the problem of acquaintance rapeis to decrease.Burkhart stressed
that people must be raised to an understanding that, "Women havea right to their
bodies, and a date is not a waver to those
rights. Women are taught to be nice and
they need to be given permission by the
not
by nice when they
culture to
are not treatednice. And men need to know
womenare equal human beings."

... ...

Single Woman 18-22 years
old, must be 1/4 Italian to
represent ITALIAN COMMUNITY for 1986 Seafair.
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Diversity.Itallows ELDEC to offer a varied, challengingand stable career inhightechnologyelectronics. Quality,custom-designed
products and innovativeproblemsolvinghaveearned us a strong
positionin aerospaceand marinemarkets for both commercial and
militarycustomers.
An established corporationwith over $78 million inannual sales,
ELDEC islocated just north of Seattle whichmeans employeesenjoy
theunmatched lifestyleof thebeautiful Northwest.
ELDEC systems cover a wide rangeof customer needs.Our
solid state proximityswitches and computer-basedlogicandcontrol
systems inform flightcrews of critical aircraft functions. ELDEC produces small,lightweight,ruggedly packagedaircraft battery charger
systems andhigh and low voltagepowersupplies.We're also
involvedin the designandmanufacture ofelectronic monitorand
control systems for aircraft, ships and space vehicles.
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Intercollegiate sailing atS.U.?
by Thertsak Sac Tung
Seattle is located close to the mountains
and the water. One wouldassume that any
university in this area would take advantages of nature to develop and produced a
skiing and a sailing intercollegiate program. It makes sense since Seattle is not
too far from the slopes and thelakes.
Does Seattle University want to develop
an intercollegiate sailing program. According to Jeremy Stringer, vice president
for Student Life, S.U. would like to have a
sailing programbecause "We (S.U.) could
take advantage of the proximity to the water." But Stringersaid, "Whether ornot we
would develop an intercollegiate program,
Iam not sureof."
A question about the discussionof sailing as an intercollegiateprogram has been
asked. "Certainly, therehave beendiscussion about that. But there hasn't been any
definite decision to dothat (createanintercollegiate team)," Stringer said.
Stringer feels collegiate sailing is a possible sport at S.U. but there are many complications. "Ithink it is a sport that would
have some promise for us. It's something
that could be distinctive and it does make
sense for us. Sailing is also a relatively expensive sport. You have to have a certain
number of vessels. They have to be insured. They have to bemaintained. Those
areconsiderations thatI
can think of," expressedStringer.
Itisaknown fact that S.U.has adifficult
financial situation due to budget cuts in
many departments. Stringer is a'vare of
that information. He feels that outside donations must be and willbe raised if S.U.
wants tohavea collegiate sailing program.
"The major expense of a sailing team
wouldbethecapital investmentsin the ves-

sels. That wouldhave to be funded by donations to the university. That's the only
way that would make sense for us at this
point in our financial situation," Stringer
said. "We'll just not be able to divert other
money from elsewhere in the university
budget to put into purchasing eight to 16
vessels. That raises the question if the
moneyisavailable, funddonors that would
give it for this purpose? AndIthink that it
couldbe."

PUBUCITYPHOTO

Dan Clarkson, left, Louis Hotter, and Peter Radwick, all are enjoying the 30 footer sailboat.
Ifsailingisan intercollegiate sportit will
received a budget from Connolly. "The
budget would be less than $10,000," said
Harold Menninger, director of Sport at

he feels that if the necessary money is
available then "we could very, very soon
recognize sailing as an intercollegiate
sport on an official basis in the very, very

Stringer said that a likely decision of
whether to have an intercollegiate sailing
program or not will be made later this
spring. "We need to decide something this
spring in order to get it inmotion for next
year. Idon't see any particular obstacle.
But there is a bit of informations we don't
havethat weneed togather before wecould
make a quality decision," said Stringer.
Menninger doesn't know when sailing
will be recognize as a collegiatesportbut

Does
— skiing have the same future as sailing to berecognizedas acollegiate sport
atS.U? Stringerbelieves so. "It'sconceivable. Ican see the intercollegiate skiing
having a lot of the same components that
we've presently taken alook at with intercollegiate sailing," Stringer said. "It'sdistinctive geographically that would be appealing to people in a place where they
have no mountains. It would be a drawing
card for people to come to SeattleUniver-

Connolly.

nearfuture."

sity. Like sailing it can be learned here
where it appeals to a broadnumber of stu-

dents. I
think that downthe road we would
like to take alook at it."

Menninger said William J. Sullivan,
would also like to see
intercollegiate sailing at S.U. "Father Sullivan wouldlike to see sailing at the university as long as they fit withinthe conceptof
S.J., S.U. president,

the university sports and fit the image that
this particular sport is," Menninger said.
"He is interested inthis (sailing) program
likehe would any other program."
If S.U. wants a sailing program the university shouldmakes up itsmind or let opportunity get away.

Frick overcomes injury
to perform well on court
by Matt Laßelle
Senior Becky Frick of the Lady Chieftains' basketball teamhas overcomeamajor obstacle this season en route to posting
asuccessful season.
After having her right knee orthoscopically examined last spring Ffick wasconfronted with the news that her anterior cruciate ligament had been partially torn.
Corrective reconstructive surgery will be
performed after the dust settles from this
past season. "They didn't fix it last spring
because if they did Iwouldn't have been
able to play this year," saidFrick.
Frick was fitted with abrace to stabilize
her knee. "They (the doctors) told me to
try it with the brace to see if it wouldmake
it possible toplay and it has," Frick said.
After graduation in March, Frick, a
mathematics major, will pursue acareer in
computer programming and a temporary
internship with a strenuous rehabilitation
program. "The fact that Itore my ligament
is irritating, but the truetest of my charater
will be revealed during my post-operative
rehabilitation," said Frick.
"HopefullyI'llbeable to find a job soon
after graduation," Frick said.
The Richland High School graduate
playedbasketball there, where shelettered
twice whileon the varsity squadduringher
junior and senior year.
One paramount aspect ofa player'sgame

is the communication between players in
live gameaction. "I'moneof the best communicators while on defense," Frick said.
"Nothing can replace the value of communicating whileonthe court. Itadds another
dimension to your defense when each individual on your teamknowsprecisely when
they're going to have to step around a
screen or pick."
Since Frick has been playing with more
confidence she has had an increase in her
scoring average from approximately 10 to
12 points per game. "The fact that the
guards have been passing the ball inside
more often has given me more opportunities to score," saidFrick.
According to Frick, when comparing
high schoolbasketball tocollege basketball
an obvious distinction is present. "It's undoubtably a lot different because in high
school Iwas the tallest one in the league
and could score at will. Whereas now the
girls areso much taller so my height is no
longer such a greatadvantage."
After transfering to S.U. from the University of Washington Frick waspersuaded
to turn out forbasketball by her two roommates, both members of the basketball
team. "The U.W. was toobig," saidFrick.
Thisnecessitated her move toS.U.because
"S.U. is more personal. Ilike the class
sizes and the fact that the teachers know
your name."

Lady Chieftains's forward, Becky Frick
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Seattle U. should take
advantage of nature
Thertsak's
Timeout
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Marksmanship News
Match 1
Dan Borchers 14
Mike Staab 13
Everett Young 13
Dick Johnson 11
IrfanKhalid 10

Match 4
Kjell Lester 19
Andrew Tadie 17
Everett Young 14
IrfanKhalid 12
KevinDonnelly 11
Match 5
Kevin Donnelly 18
Everett Young 15
Kjell Lester 14
IrfanKhalid 8
Match 6
Kjell Lester 20
Don Aker 18
Andrew Tadie 17
Eric Norby 14
BrianSchorr 13

Match 2
Phil Elrod 23
Taylor Cox 23
DavidSnodgrass 20
Kit Heinrichs 11
Dick Johnson 9
Match 3
KjellLester 17
Everett Young 16
Andrew Tadie 15
Kevin Donnelly 15
IrfanKhalid 10

S.U. Intramural

by Thertsak Sac Tung
Iwish that S.U. wouldquickly decide.In
Hello Seattle University students. There my country, Thailand,thebusinessmen are
hasn'tbeen a Thertsak 's Timeoutinthe past very smart. They grab opportunities and
two issues because there was nothing sigthey think of itafterward. Usually the opnificant to write. There was no shocking portunities turn out to be veryprofitable.
and interesting happenings around the Why doesn'tS.U. grab theideaofintercolS.U. sport department to talk about. But legiate sailing? Idon't know.But from my
there is one now.This is not shocking, but understanding, Americanpeople (Iam not
itis interesting. S.U. is thinking of recog- being prejudice here) ponder and ponder
nizing sailing as an intercollegiate sport. over easy decisions.Before S.U.decides if
What do you guys and gals think?
the university wants intercollegiate sailing
Ithink itis a greatidea to have collegiate they have to check andcheck repeatedlyto
sailing. Why? Face it, the Northwest area make sure the decision is mistake-proof.
is one of the active outdoor areas in the
Meanwhile sailing just sits there and
country. Wehavelush forests for people to goes nowhere. The sailing team has done
gocamping in; wehavemountains so peo- well this past season. Ithink they placed
ple can goskiing and tobogganing; weare third behind the University of Washington
extremely close to lakes and the ocean so and Western Washington. With the right
people can go waterskiing, fishing, swim- equipment andanexpertcoach, justimagming, boating andsailing.
ine.After all,likeIsaid, the team did perThe school should takeadvantage of nat- form well in finishing third in the Northure and have acollegiate sailing team. All west area. All the team needs is support
the schoolhas to do is make up theirmind from the school and the student body. Just
and say, "We want sailing." Then the maybe the sailing teamcouldbe a success.
school officials would proceed from there What a change!
to raise the funds needed. Irealize this is
easier said than done but once the school
decides what they wants to do, half of the
battle is over.

ACHTUNG!
AUSTRIA

IMBBALL
BLACK
NumbedAnimals 45, Mimbus 3 1
Locals Only beat Green Wave by forfeit
Primetime 65, LiquidHiccups 64
BLUE
Staff 1160, USSA43
■Dreamers 62, WildPizzas 49
Mencos 57, Bailers 55

Intramural Basketball All-Si Teams
Green (Open) Division
Barry Saylor(Brewers)

John Dermuti (Dix)
John Augustavo (Dix)
Mark Simmonds (Snapper)
Matt Stupfel (69ers)
Blue (A) Division
Roy Oman (Staff II)
MarvinCarter (Bailers)
Rich Radcliffe (Bailers)
DaveCox (Staff II)

IMSOCCER
BLUE
69ers 1-, Plague 0
8Balls 10, Goatranchers 0
Shakatak 5,Goal Busters 2
Heads 5, Misfits 2
Deuteronomy 4, Numbed Animals1
No Name 6, Hack Attack 4
ORANGE
Internationals 5, Clubber Lang1
Gratefully Dead 7,Hen's Nest 3
Spies LikeUs 5, Nutmegs 3

Steve Suyama (Mencos)
Red(A) Division
Joe Sauvage(Poetry in Motion)
Dave Herard (Poetry)
Steve Medallia(Turnabouts)
Mark Fukedo (Snails)
John Kokesh (Hurtin on the Boards)

Black (A) Division
MattIrvvin (Primetime)

Winter '86 RacquetballTournament
Open DivisionFinals
Lou Marchesine def. Angel Quant 8-21,
21-20, 15-13
"A" DivisionFinals
Bob Noe def. John Worden 10-21, 21-10,

JeffStern (Sir Slam)

Rob Steinmetz (LiquidHiccups)
Skip Wysinger (LiquidHiccups)
Mike Flemming (Kahunas)

21-11

ATTENTION!

FRANCE

I
The UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO, in cooperation with the I
INational Center for Paralegal Training, offers an intensive I
I14 or 36 week LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This I

IProgram will enable you to put your education to work as I
Ia skilled
" member of the legal team.
Specialties offered in the following fields:

Apply now lor study programs in Austria and Franc©

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Department of Foreign LanQVSS**
626-5808
Marian 331

IGeneralist
I
Litigation
"

For a
I
I
(619)

free brochure about this career opportunity call I
260-4579 or mail the coupon below to:

I.*_

IM£>
MALCOLM MILLER

Official guide at Chartres Cathedral will lecture on
the cathedralandits architecture, stainedglass and
sculpture Feb. 27 (1:30p.m.) andFeb. 28(7p.m.)tn
Pigott Auditorium.
Sponsored by the History Forum, ASSUand theFin*
Arts Department. Tickets may be purchased at th*
ASSU and the History Office in Marion Hall Warning- Mr. Miller's lectures are nationally famous ana
are ALWAYS soldout. Feb. 27: $5; Fob2B: SCLASSU
tickets at reducedprices, while they last.

Corporations & Real Estate I

ABA Approved
" Internship
" Employment Assistance

University of &an Dxcep
Lawyer's Assistant Program

IName

IAddress
I

I
°I

Room 318. Serra Hall
0' CA 9211

f^

State

Zip

IJune

Program

□■
Sept 8-Dec 12

q Fall

2-Aug 29

I The.University of San Diego
does
I race, sex, color,
age,
religion,

I In its policies and programs.

I

I

Phone

ISummer

I

I

Program

not discriminate on the basis ot
national origin, ancestry, or handicap

I
■
H
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S.U's basketball program
Lady Chieftains defeat
Whitworth College 59-58 develops juniorvarsity team
by Shawn Murphy
Basketball at Seattle University is the
major interest sport according to attendance. The names that come to mind are
Kevin Bailey and John Morretti. But there
are seven people who, when their names
are mentioned, do not
and S.U. basketball
—
unless you are talking
too
familiar
seem
about the S.U. junior varsity team.
The JV team at S.U. is in its first year,
though the effort to form a team was initiated last year. The team consisted of 15
players but due to ineligibility and time
commitments only seven players were left
for Marcus Reese, head coach and former

varsity player.
The players are Romulo Almeda, Mike
Hanshew, Paul Johnson, Eric Dresbeck,
John McLean, Mark Boylee and Brian
Lennon. The varsity team has let a few
players help out, though only one of these
players can help at a time. Theyconsist of
David Miles,Chris TeagueandDavid Hardin.
The varsity players have no problem
when working with JV players because
Reese and varsity coach Bob Johnson use
the same system.
This is done so players will not have to
learn anew system, making transition easier to the varsity level.
Thepurpose of a JV teamis to give players anopportunity to sharpen their basketball skills,giving them a chance at varsity
ball. Another reason is to give students a
chance to compete on the intercollegiate

The JV's have played Pacific Lutheran
University and the University of Puget
Sound. They have also played against a
team fromMcCord AirForce Base, which
plays in the Pro-Am League.
Butplaying against this levelofcompetitionhas its drawbacks.
At 1-13, their record is testament to that.
S.U. plays an intense defense and they
try to capitalize on fastbreak opportunities. Because ofthe limitednumber ofplayers, they have problems matching up with
other teams. "We have our tallest player at

6-foot-3 to compete with 6-foot-7 and 6foot-8 players," Reese explained. "So we
sometimes have trouble matching up."
The team has played well and other
coaches describe the S.U. JV team as
"hard workersand scrappy." This reflects
on the players' willingness to dedicate
themselves to the game.
The only winof their season was against
RL.U. S.U. won by 11 and were ahead by
as many as 17 points. Earlier in the season
the JV'slost to RL.U. by 20 points.
S.U.has lost many gamesby small margins. In the end of many games S.U. has
been forced to foul, hoping the other team
would miss their free throws."We've been
playing good but we haven't been able to
win some ofthe close ones," Reese said.
The lastgame of the season was Feb. 14.

level.
JEFF ROBERTSON/THE SPECTATOR

Becky Frick, n0.32, dribbles the ball down the court while a
Whitworth College opponent tries to steal the basketball away. The
Lady Chieftains went on to win by one point, 59-58 at Connolly Center.
byJohn Teehan
It was a fitting finish for five seniors
playing their last game for the Seattle University Lady Chieftains. When Gayla

Boast,Becky Frick,KrisHenry, AngelPe-

trichandPaula Spidell walkedoff the court
last Saturday night atConnolly they walked
off winners.
But it wasLisa Crow who preserved the
victory for S.U. The 5-foot-6 junior guard
went to the foul line with 0:25 left in the
game with Whitworth College ofSpokane.
She missed the front end of the one-andone opportunity, but hustled down the errant shot to allow S.U. to kill the clock and
come away59-58 winners.
The Lady Chieftains finished 8-12 in
NAIA District Iplay and 10-18 overall.
They did not make the playoffs, only the
second time in nine years they have not
done so. Whitworth finished at 7-10 in
league and 12-15 overall
Spidell led the way in scoring with 14
points, about 11 over her average. Petrich,
whomissed the last two games because of
walking pneumonia, chipped in with 12
and also pulled down a game-high 13 rebounds. Crow hit five of her seven field
goal attempts for 10 points.
It wasn't easy. Cold shooting and turnoversin the first nine-minutes saw S.U. on
the short endof a 16-8 score. Petrich than
dropped in an eight-footer to start a 12-2
Lady Chieftain run, cappedbyCrow's layin with7:32 left inthe first half.
S.U., behind 24-20, scored the last 11
points to take a 31-24 halftime advantage.
The streak was bolstered by a driving layin by Boast at 0:58 and after a missed
Whitworth shot, Michele Hackett drilled a
20-footer as timeran out.
The Lady Bucs went onan 8-0 streak to
open the second stanza to take a 32-31
lead. Frick putastopto the Whitworth outburst when shehit a short jumperat 16:47.
Frick established a Lady Chieftain career record for field goal accuracy by contacting on 48 percent ofher attempts, bettering the 47.1 percent mark set by Sue
Turina between 1977-81. Ironically, she
only made two of seven attempts against
Whitworth, but did grab 11rebounds.

Just before Crow'sburst of speed at the
endof the gameallowed S.U. to retain possessionandrunout the clock, Petrich made
a clutch play of her own. Known for her

scoring andrebounding,the
Cle Elumnative wascaught too far under
her ownbasket and was double-teamed but
still found a wide-openSpidell withanifty
passgood for twopoints and a 59-56 cushion.
The all-time scorer (1,749) and rebounder (1,367) in District I women's
roundball may have had only one assist,
but it was one of the biggest plays of the

game.
Mary Allard, the center for Whitworth,
took game scoring honors with 19 points.
She also led her team with 12 rebounds,
oneless thanPetrich.
The win snapped a five-game losing
streak. S.U.,8-8 on Jan. 20, lost 10 oftheir
last 12 games to fall out of playoff contention.
Scoring averages for the five seniors,
which do not include the Feb. 3 game with
Spring Arbor College, are: Petrich, 16.1;
Frick, 10.8; Boast, 6.7; Henry, 2.8; and
Spidell, 2.7. Petrich also led the Lady
Chieftains in rebounding with a 13.6 average, followed by Frick with a7.0 pergame

JEFF ROBERTSON/THE SPECTATOR
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Kevin Bailey, n0.32, tries to block a basket trom an opponent while
sophomore Steve McNulty, n0.31,0f the Chieftains looks on. The
Chieftains went on to crush the University of Alaska-Juneau 101-78.
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Menninger discusses S.U. sports
by Thertsak Sac Tung

Meet the "man behind the scenes" at
Connolly, Harold Menninger,sports director ofSeattle University.
"The man behind the scenes" makes
sure thatall intramurals,recreations, sport
clubs and collegiate athletics are coordinated atConnolly Center, S.U.s multi-purpose sports site.
Menninger has been at S.U. for three
years. During that time, he has submitted
proposals to improve athletic conditions at
S.U.,

But few ever get off the ground. Some of
Menninger's proposals include bleachers
inthe gymnasium and improvements to the
intramural field. He said that it would be
nice toplay onit year-round rather than "to
play on it for threemonths and waiting for
ninemonths for the field to repair."
Menninger said that none of his proposals have been accomplished because
"SeattleUniversity doesn'thavethe money
to do soright now. It is workingona capital
campaign on academic venture that the
university is now getting that's more important than athletics. Iwould agree with
the directionthat they're taking."
Menninger feels that sports is not ignored at S.U. He said that thereare a number of students who participate in club
sports.

But some of the facilities are outdated,
for example, the weight room. "Thereis no
doubt about it," said Menninger. "Butonce
again due to insufficient funds, few things
can bedone about it."
Menningerisdisappointed withnot having the money to improve conditions at
Connolly, but understands the situation. "I
would say that there is some frustration,
but there is also frustration by everybody
on campus," he said. "I am sure that the
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
would like some(funds);Iam sure that the
bookstore wants some. There is a reasonable timetable in which everyone will get
it.I
think we can live with that." With the
minor budget increases, Menninger has
bought equipment for the department. For
example, an ultra-sound machine for the
trainingcenter wasacquired, whichis also
used at the health center.
Concerning the collegiate sportsbudget,
Menninger divided the money between
men's and women's sports. What about
budgetcuts? "Upuntil Decemberof 1985,
no programs have been cut as a result of
budget cuts," said Menninger. But one noticeable position, the sports information
director, has been axed.He saidit was cut
because S.U. did not think it was needed
and the work could be shared by the existing staff.
"We shouldn't need a sports information
director to have to get people into the
gym," said Menninger. "People ought to
come into the gym to watch the people
playing and the excitement that it generates. The sports information director
added the frills that it normally would be
there."
Nomatter how muchMenninger asks for
a budget increase,it is always toomuch. "I
can request that every year but whether I
request it or not, itis toomuch."
S.U. only competes in some sports.
Why? "It is not necessary to have those
teams to participate in the NAIA. There
are nonumber of teams inorder to belong
to aDistrictI.You've to take alook at what
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sport is

good for Seattle University

to

have," said Menninger.

Cuts in the college work study would
hurt the intramural programs said Menninger. He feels that the cut would affect
the hiringof morereferees and supervisors
and this willcreateless money forintramural.
Overall, Menninger is satisfied with the
running oftheintramuralprograms. He attributesthe success of the programs toKate
Steele, the associate director of intramurals. "Kate Steele does an absolutely super
job. She gets dedication from the young
people that are helping her. Iam thrilled to
hope that she
have Kate on my staffand I
doesn'tleave," saidMenninger.
How important is sports at S.U. to the
Board of Trustees and the Board of Regents? Menninger does not know."l've
never been contacted by anyone on the
Boardof Trustees," said Menninger.
Menninger added, "We started to try to
havea dialogue with the Board of Regents.
I
put together aSports Advisory Councilin
which two members of the Board of Regents wereasked tosit on it, along with my
staff members, somepeople from the community and some students atheletes. We
try to get the dialogue going about sports.
After five or six meetings, we just decided
that there just wasn't that much interest to
continue the dialogue. Iam a bit disappointed that it is not a dialogue(talking
about sports)."
Does William Sullivan, S.J., president
of S.U.,support sports? "Yeshe does. He
is an avid supporter," said Menninger.
"I'vebeen in acouple ofmeetings where I
have listened to him talk about the program.He ishappy with what weare trying
to do. I've heard him talking to my staff
andI
haveheardhim tell themthat they're

doing a goodjob," said Menninger.
Concerning school spirit, Menninger
sees a lack of it. "There is no spirit here
that can be felt. Until it can bedefined and
captured, Idon't think that we can find
athletic spirit at S.U."
Is S.U. sports a stepchild of S.U? Menninger thinks so. He feels that sports does
not have the importance that itused to have
before.
"S.U.is not on the front pageanymore;
it's on the third page," said Menninger.
"When you are on the third page, then you
become a stepchild to the Sonics, the
Seahawks, the Mariners, and the University of Washington. That's the facts. We're
never going to get on the front page."
Menninger feels that S.U. students are
apathetic to S.U. sports. "Ithink any commuter campus like SeattleUniversity has a
tendency to be apathetic, not just sports,
but toward everything," said Menninger.
He said students have other interests than
what is happening on campus. "They've
got other interests that steal them away
from college environments. They are apathetic but not on purpose."
Like all sportsdirectors, Menninger has
high aspirations. But he would rather nol
bein the focus of news. "I want to be the
man behind the scenes developing a good
quality and strong program."
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Harold Menninger, director of Connolly Center, stands on top of the
Chieftains sports.
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Blast from the Past

INTERESTED AUDIENCE— One of the larg.j
crowds tv>r to alttnd a public event a
the University overflowed rite Willian
Pigott Auditorium for Mr. Sullivan's talk
His appearance was another event in th<
University's continuing series ef pro
grams probing the Communist menace

/

CLASSIFIED

Roomate(s) wanted. Female/Male. 5
min. from S.U. 3 bedroom house. #211
ML KingWay E.Call 322-3881.

CURIOUS ABOUT NLP? A personal
1 change process that works, and can be
tuaght!! Satisfy your curiousity anddiscover what it can do for you. Free quesS
1 9 J3n 16 '23
pc
7
CHOICES
5478453
Will trainlegal assistant for research at
K.C. Courthouse. 5-10 hours a week $5
hour. Jim Nissing,Attorney at Law 4629254
Practice your foreigh Language with a
native speaker. TradeEnglish conversatioonfor foreiqhlanguage conversation
Lanquaqes available- Spanish Japanese Arabic andothers Call 623-1481
beforenoon Mon-Fri

r°Mn^ e^ o^o

"

STUDENTINTERNSHIP
City Light Department
$8.45 perhour
Asst Energy Mgmt Prgm staff to establish databases for in-house ccnservation proj and energy consumption. DUTIES input data and run computer
TO", perform studies, write memos
and reports. Courses/work exp ,n databasedevel adv math and econ' main "
frame computers and LOTUS applications IS desirable. Applicants should be
Jrs Srs or Grad students in bus or pub
admin, econ, IE or social sci & tech.
Starts 3-86. Deadline to apply is 2-1886. For infor/application call 625-7987
or come to SeattlePersonnel Dept, 710
2nd Ave, Rm 446. Women and minorities are encouragedto apply.

- -

-

Professional couple seeks after school
assistantto supervisehomework, piano
practice, after-schoolsports for 10-yearoldboy.Some householdduties.Mt.Baker area.Car.Refs. 722-2472.

CUSTOM SHIRTS

" Stand out on campus
with uniqueshirts from
STEVIEDESIGN.

" We pick upanddeliver
orders. Cut down on your
footwork.

" Arf u'orK' available.
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CUSTOM GRAPHICS

206784-9138
steams schools churches clubs
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TYPIST
NEAR
CAMPUS. Students.-bush |
ness< teS0'. resumes, office orsanization,
c 5ense of humor some Senius. 32^- 1
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APPLIANCE REPAIRTRAINEEUnique |
$$ opportunity for right individual, i
wn transportation and tools required.
Knowledge of schematics and trouble- j
shooting techniques a must. Selfstarters onlyplease. Call Mike at 285-6070. /

'
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Looking Ahead
ETC.

I
The Sailing Clubwillhold a Sailing Day at
noon at Leschi Marina.

3

Seattle University students whose parents

■/
m
#
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Seattle U. Child DevelopmentCenter offers preschool/day care for ages 2 7.
n a vear.from 7:00am 5:30pm.
FuH or part t.me. Drop-ms welcome.
626-5394.
$600 for 1000 envelopes!! Stuff envelopes!! No experience necessary. You
onlyneed to knowhow to readand write
english. For free detailsenclose a selfaddressed envelope Nicolaus, Thyris
18085, Athens 11610, Greece.
VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE POSITIONS AVAILABLE with the King Co.
Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Unit,
Criminal or Juivenile Section. Learn
aboutthe criminal justiceslystem while
helping crime victims. Training provided, credit available. Require office
experience,good communication skills,
ability to makea timecommitment. Call
Arlene, 583-4404.

Electric Typewriter, excellent condition
$85 or best offer, 325-6836
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16 040
$59 23o/yr. Now hiring Call 805 687
6000 Ex R 6111 for current federallist
QUALITY TYPING 16 yearsexperience
Call248-1644 after 7 1
,"
y m' sk fQr Caro jna"
\
HELP WANTED. Earn $30-$50/ day,
working1-2 days a week, assistingstu- |
for credit cards ca

attended S.U. may apply for $750-$ 1,000
scholarships through the S.U. Alumni Board
ofGovernors Merit Scholarshipprogram. Students whowill be freshmen, sophomores,juniors or seniors in1986-87 areeligible. Applicationsare availablefrom the AlumniOfficeand
must be returned to that office byMarch 3.

6
The Marksmanship Club will leave at
2:15p.m.from Xavier Hallfor their Dayat the
Range.

The last day applications will be accepted
for graduation in winter quarter is Friday,
March7.
"N" grades received winter quarter 1985
must be removed by Monday, March 3. Obtain an "N" Grade Removal form fromthe Registrar's office and take it to your instructor.
The completed form must be returned by the
instructor to the Registrar's officeby Monday,
March 3. Confirmation of the grade received
will be mailed to thestudent when processing
is complete.
James E. Royce, S.J., willbe offering a day
course next quarteron Alcoholism as a Dis-

ease.

All new students are invited to the Minority
Affairs office in the McGoldrick building for
'The Coffee Hour," every Tuesday from 9:30
a.m. -10 a.m. Juice, donuts, coffee and tea are
free.

